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Safety Information

This section provides safety information and instructions for the hardware and
accessories of the system.

Safety Symbols
The symbols displayed below and on the instrument are reminders that all safety
instructions should be read and understood before installation, operation, mainten
or repair to this instrument is attempted.

When symbols are displayed in this manual, pay particular attention to the safety
information associated with the symbol.

WARNING

This icon accompanies text and/or other international symbo
dealing with hazards to personnel. When present, it indicate
that a potential hazard to your personal safety exists i
information stated within the “WARNING ” paragraph is not
adhered to or procedures are executed incorrectly.

CAUTION

This icon accompanies text and/or other international symbo
dealing with potential damage to equipment. When present,
indicates that there is a potential danger of equipment damag
software program failure or that a loss of data may occur i
information stated within the “CAUTION ” paragraph is not
adhered to or procedures are executed incorrectly.
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WARNING

HIGH VOLTAGE

Paragraphs marked by this symbol indicate that a potenti
hazard to your personal safety exists from a high voltag
source. In this document, the “WARNING ” icon will
accompany this symbol.

To reduce risk of electrical shock, all devices employ a
three-wire electrical cable and plug to connect the equipmen
to earth ground.

Ensure that the wall outlet receptacle is properly wired and
earth grounded.

DO NOT use a three-to-two wire plug adapter.

DO NOT use a two wire extension cord or a two wire
multiple-outlet power strip.

Disconnect power to the system before performing
maintenance.

DO NOT remove any panels; panels should be removed
only by qualified service personnel.
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WARNING

BIOHAZARD

Paragraphs marked by this symbol indicate that a potentia
hazard to your personal safety exists from a biological source
In this document, the “BIOHAZARD ” icon will accompany
this symbol.

Normal operation of the instrument can involve the use of
solvents and reagents that are toxic, flammable or
biologically harmful.

• Observe all precautionary information printed on the
original solution containers.

• Operate the system in the appropriate environment.
• Take all necessary precautions when using pathology or

toxic materials to prevent the generation of aerosols.
• Observe all applicable precautionary procedures when

using flammable solvents in or near the instrument.
• Wear appropriate laboratory attire, e.g., safety glasses,

gloves, lab coat and breathing apparatus, when working
with hazardous materials.

• Dispose of all waste solutions in a proper manner.

WARNING

SHARP OBJECTS/MOVING PARTS

Paragraphs marked by this symbol indicate that a potentia
hazard to your personal safety exists from unblunted corners
other appendages on the outside or inside of the equipment a
to moving parts. In this document, the“WARNING” icon will
accompany this symbol.

To avoid injury due to moving parts, observe the following:

• Keep loose clothing and hair away from moving parts.
• Never attempt to physically restrict movement of

moving parts.
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WARNING

HOT SURFACES

Paragraphs marked by this symbol indicate that a potenti
hazard to your personal safety exists from heated surfaces
other appendages on the outside or inside of the equipment.
this document, the“WARNING” icon will accompany this
symbol.

WARNING

LASER LIGHT

Paragraphs marked by this symbol indicate that a potenti
hazard to your personal safety exists from a laser source.
this document, the“WARNING” icon will accompany this
symbol.

Since laser light is not accessible to the user during norma
operation of the system, the overall classification of thes
lasers is “Class 1”, i.e., “lasers which are safe under reasonab
foreseeable conditions of operation.”

To prevent eye damage from potentially harmful laser light
observe all safety warnings.
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PROTECTIVE EARTH OR GROUND TERMINAL

This symbol identifies the location of the protective earth or
ground terminal lug on the equipment.

OFF Position of Principal Power Switch

This symbol graphically represents the equipment main powe
switch when it is in the OFF position.

ON Position of Principal Power Switch

This symbol graphically represents the equipment main powe
switch when it is in the ON position.
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Informations sur la sécurité

Cette section contient des informations et instructions relatives aux composants e
accessoires du système. Elle se compose des sous-sections suivantes :

Symboles de sécurité
Les symboles illustrés ci-dessous et ceux apposés à l'instrument vous rappellent
est crucial de lire et comprendre toutes les consignes de sécurité avant d'installer
d'utiliser, d'entretenir ou de réparer cet appareil.

Lorsque des symboles apparaissent dans ce mode d'emploi, respectez scrupuleu
les consignes qui les accompagnent.

AVERTISSEMENT

Cette icône accompagne le texte et/ou les autres symboles
internationaux destinés à protéger le personnel contre les risq
de blessures. Lorsque cette icône est présente, votre personn
risque de s'exposer à des dangers en cas de non-respect des
consignes du paragraphe«Avertissement»ou d’exécution
incorrecte des procédures.

ATTENTION

Cette icône accompagne le texte et/ou autres symboles
internationaux associés aux risques de dommages matériels.
Lorsque ce symbole est présent, il indique que l'équipement
risque d'être endommagé, qu'une défaillance logicielle ou une
perte de données risque de se produire en cas de non-respec
consignes figurant dans le paragraphe«Attention» ou
d’exécution incorrecte des procédures.
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AVERTISSEMENT

HAUTE TENSION

Les paragraphes marqués de ce symbole indiquent qu’un
source de haute tension risque de compromettre la sécurité
votre personnel. Dans ce document, l'icône
«AVERTISSEMENT» est toujours accompagné de ce
symbole.

Tous les dispositifs sont munis d’un cordon d'alimentation
électrique à trois fils qui permet de les mettre à la terre et d
diminuer le danger d'électrocution.

Assurez-vous que la prise murale correspondante est
correctement câblée et mise à la terre.

N'utilisez AUCUN adaptateur permettant de passer de
trois à deux fils.

N'utilisez AUCUNE rallonge à deux fils ou une multiprise à
deux fils.

Coupez l'arrivée de courant au système avant d'effectuer
une maintenance.

N'enlevez AUCUN panneau ; ces derniers ne doivent être
enlevés que par des techniciens de service qualifiés.
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AVERTISSEMENT

DANGER BIOLOGIQUE

Les paragraphes marqués de ce symbole indiquent que d
substances biologiques risquent de compromettre la sécurité
votre personnel. Dans ce document, l'icône«DANGER
BIOLOGIQUE» est toujours accompagné de ce symbole.

Des solvants et des réactifs toxiques, inflammables e
présentent un danger biologique peuvent être utilisés penda
le fonctionnement normal de l'instrument.

• Observez toutes les informations de précaution
imprimées sur le récipient d'origine des solutions.

• Utilisez le système dans un environnement adapté à
l’application.

• Lorsque vous utilisez des substances pathologiques ou
toxiques, prenez toutes les précautions nécessaires afin
d'éviter la création d'aérosols.

• Observez toutes les mesures de précaution applicables
quand vous utilisez des solvants inflammables sur
l'appareil ou à proximité de celui-ci.

• Portez des vêtements de protection pour laboratoire, tels
que des lunettes, des gants, une blouse de laboratoire et
un respirateur quand vous travaillez avec des substances
dangereuses.

• La mise au rebut des déchets de solutions doit se faire de
manière appropriée.

AVERTISSEMENT

OBJETS TRANCHANTS/PIÈCES EN MOUVEMENT

Les paragraphes marqués de ce symbole indiquent que d
angles vifs ou d'autres pièces saillantes à l'extérieur e
l'intérieur de l'appareil, ainsi que des pièces en mouveme
risquent de compromettre la sécurité de votre personnel. Da
ce document, l'icône «AVERTISSEMENT » accompagne
toujours ce symbole.

Pour éviter d'être blessé par les pièces en mouvement, observ
les mesures suivantes :

• Éloignez les vêtements lâches et les cheveux des pièces en
mouvement.

• N'empêchez jamais le déplacement des pièces en
mouvement.
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AVERTISSEMENT

SURFACE CHAUDE

Les paragraphes marqués de ce symbole indiquent que d
surfaces chaudes ou d'autres pièces saillantes à l'extérieur
l'intérieur de l'appareil risquent de compromettre la sécurité d
votre personnel. Dans ce document, l'icône
«AVERTISSEMENT » est toujours accompagné de ce
symbole.

AVERTISSEMENT

FAISCEAU LASER

Les paragraphes marqués de ce symbole indiquent qu’un
source laser risque de compromettre la sécurité de vot
personnel. Dans ce document, l'icône«AVERTISSEMENT»
est toujours accompagné de ce symbole.

Comme l'utilisateur ne peut pas accéder au laser pendant
fonctionnement normal du système, leur classification global
de ces lasers est «classe 1» ; en d'autres termes, «ces laser
présentent pas de danger dans des conditions d
fonctionnement normales».

Pour protéger les utilisateurs contre les rayons laser dangereu
tenez compte de tous les avertissements de sécurité.
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Terre de protection ou borne de mise à Terre

Ce symbole désigne l'emplacement de la terre ou de la bor
de mise à terre de l'équipement.

Position HORS de l'interrupteur de courant principal

Ce symbole représente graphiquement l'interrupteur princip
de l'équipement en position HORS.

Position EN de l'interrupteur de courant principal

Ce symbole représente graphiquement l'interrupteur princip
de l'équipement en position EN.
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Sicherheitsinformationen

Dieser Abschnitt enthält Sicherheitsinformationen sowie Anleitungen für
System-Hardware und -Zubehör.

Sicherheitssymbole
Die unten dargestellten und am Gerät angebrachten Symbole sollen daran erinne
daß alle Sicherheitsanweisungen zu lesen und zu verinnerlichen sind, bevor die
Installation, Bedienung, Wartung oder Reparatur dieses Gerätes in Angriff genom
wird.

Wo im Handbuch Symbole erscheinen, sind die mit dem jeweiligen Symbol
verbundenen Sicherheitsinformationen besonders zu beachten.

WARNUNG

Dieses Symbol begleitet Texte und/oder sonstige internationa
Symbole, die auf Personengefährdung hinweisen. Da
Vorliegen dieses Symbols weist auf mögliche Personen
gefährdungen hin, die auftreten können, falls die Verfahren i
dem mit “WARNUNG” betitelten Abschnitt nicht korrekt
ausgeführt werden.

VORSICHT

Dieses Symbol begleitet Texte und/oder sonstige internationa
Symbole, die auf potentielle Geräteschäden hinweisen. Da
Vorliegen dieses Symbols weist auf mögliche Gefahrenquelle
für das Gerät, auf Software-Programmausfälle oder au
Datenverluste hin, die auftreten können, falls die Verfahren in
dem mit “VORSICHT” betitelten Abschnitt nicht korrekt
ausgeführt werden.
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WARNUNG

HOCHSPANNUNG

Mit diesem Symbol versehene Abschnitte weisen auf eine vo
einer Hochspannungsquelle ausgehende potentielle Person
gefährdung hin. In diesem Dokument wird dieses Symbol vom
“WARNUNG ”-Symbol begleitet.

Um das Risiko von elektrischen Stromschlägen zu reduziere
sind alle Geräte mit dreiadrigen Kabeln und Steckern
ausgestattet und können nur an geerdete Steckdos
angeschlossen werden.

Sicherstellen, daß der Wandanschluß korrekt verkabelt
und geerdet ist.

AUF KEINEN FALL Steckeradapter für zweiadrige
Steckdosen verwenden.

AUF KEINEN FALL ein zweiadriges Verlängerungskabel
oder eine zweiadrig verkabelte Mehrfachsteckdose
verwenden.

Vor Wartungsarbeiten die Stromversorgung des Systems
unterbrechen.

KEINERLEI Verkleidungen entfernen; Verkleidungen
dürfen nur von dafür qualifizierten
Kundendiensttechnikern entfernt werden.
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WARNUNG

BIOGEFÄHRDUNG

Mit diesem Symbol versehene Abschnitte weisen auf eine vo
einer biologischen Substanz ausgehende potentiel
Personengefährdung hin. In diesem Dokument wird diese
Symbol vom “BIOGEFÄHRDUNG ”-Symbol begleitet.

Der normale Betrieb des Systems kann den Einsatz vo
toxischen, brennbaren oder biogefährlichen Lösemitteln un
Reagenzien umfassen.

• Sämtliche auf den Orginal-Lösungsbehältern
aufgedruckten Sicherheitsangaben beachten.

• Das System in entsprechender Umgebung betreiben.
• Beim Umgang mit pathologischen oder toxischen

Substanzen alle notwendigen Vorsichtsmaßnahmen zur
Vermeidung von Aerosolbildung ergreifen.

• Beim Umgang mit brennbaren Lösemitteln am Gerät
bzw. in dessen unmittelbarer Umgebung alle
diesbezüglichen Vorsichtsmaßnahmen beachten.

• Bei Arbeit mit Gefahrstoffen geeignete Laborkleidung
tragen, wie bspw. Schutzbrille, Handschuhe, Laborkittel
und Atemgerät.

• Sämtliche Lösungsabfälle sind sachgerecht zu
entsorgen.

WARNUNG

SCHARFKANTIGE OBJEKTE/ BEWEGLICHE TEILE

Mit diesem Symbol versehene Abschnitte weisen auf eine vo
scharfen Kanten oder sonstigen hervorstehenden Objekt
außerhalb oder innerhalb des Geräts sowie von bewegliche
Teilen ausgehende potentielle Personengefährdung hin.
diesem Dokument wird dieses Symbol vom
“WARNUNG” -Symbol begleitet.

Zur Vermeidung von Verletzungen durch bewegliche Teile is
folgendes zu beachten:

• Locker sitzende Kleidung und Haare von beweglichen
Teilen fernhalten.

• Niemals versuchen, die Bewegung beweglicher Teile von
Hand einzuschränken.
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WARNUNG

HEISSE FLÄCHEN

Mit diesem Symbol versehene Abschnitte weisen auf eine vo
heißen Flächen oder sonstigen hervorstehenden Objekt
außerhalb oder innerhalb des Geräts ausgehende potentie
Personengefährdung hin. In diesem Dokument wird diese
Symbol vom“WARNUNG” -Symbol begleitet.

WARNUNG

LASERSTRAHLUNG

Mit diesem Symbol versehene Abschnitte weisen auf eine vo
einer Laserlichtquelle ausgehende potentielle Persone
gefährdung hin. In diesem Dokument wird dieses Symbol vom
“WARNUNG ”-Symbol begleitet.

Da der Anwender bei normalem Systembetrieb keinen Zugan
zur Laserstrahlung hat, fallen diese Laser unter die allgemein
Klassifizierung “Klasse 1”, d.h., “Laser, die unter weitgehend
vorhersehbaren Betriebsbedingungen keine Gefährdun
darstellen”.

Um Augenschäden durch die potentiell schädliche
Laserstrahlung zu vermeiden, sind sämtliche Sicherheitshin
weise zu beachten.
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SCHUTZERDE ODER MASSEKLEMME

Dieses Symbol weist die Schutzerde bzw. die Masseklemm
am Gerät aus.

AUS-Position des Hauptnetzschalters

Durch dieses Symbol wird graphisch dargestellt, wenn de
Hauptschalter für die Stromzufuhr auf “AUS” geschaltet ist.

EIN-Position des Hauptnetzschalters

Durch dieses Symbol wird graphisch dargestellt, wenn de
Hauptschalter für die Stromzufuhr auf “EIN” geschaltet ist.
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Informazioni sulla sicurezza

Questa sezione contiene informazioni sulla sicurezza e istruzioni attinenti ai
componenti meccanici e agli accessori del sistema.

Simboli di sicurezza
I simboli riportati sotto e apposti sullo strumento segnalano che prima di installare
usare, effettuare la manutenzione o riparare questo strumento occorre leggere
attentamente tutte le istruzioni sulla sicurezza.

Ogniqualvolta si incontrano questi simboli nel manuale, leggere attentamente le
informazioni sulla sicurezza da essi segnalate.

AVVERTENZA

Questo simbolo compare insieme al testo o ad altri simbo
internazionali relativi ai rischi per il personale. Indica che se
non si osserva scrupolosamente quanto segnalato o se
svolgono erroneamente procedure, si corre il pericolo d
infortunio.

ATTENZIONE

Questo simbolo compare insieme al testo o ad altri simbo
internazionali relativi al rischio di danni all’apparecchiatura.
Indica che se non si osserva scrupolosamente quanto segna
o se si svolgono erroneamente procedure, si possono caus
danni all’apparecchiatura, cessazione del funzionamento d
programma software o perdita di dati.
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AVVERTENZA

ALTA TENSIONE

I paragrafi contrassegnati con questo simbolo indicano ch
esiste il pericolo di folgorazione da una sorgente di alta
tensione. Questo simbolo è accompagnato dal simbolo
“AVVERTENZA” .

Per ridurre il rischio di scosse elettriche, tutti i dispositivi sono
dotati di spina e cavo a tre conduttori per il collegamento
dell’apparecchio con l’impianto di messa a terra.

Accertarsi che la presa di corrente sia cablata
adeguatamente e collegata all’impianto di messa a terra.

NON utilizzare un adattatore per collegare una spina a tre
conduttori con una a due conduttori.

NON utilizzare un cavo di prolunga a due conduttori o una
presa multipla a due conduttori.

Prima di eseguire la manutenzione del sistema, scollegarlo
dall’alimentazione.

NON rimuovere i pannelli; devono essere rimossi
esclusivamente dal personale di assistenza tecnica.
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AVVERTENZA

PERICOLO BIOLOGICO

I paragrafi contrassegnati con questo simbolo indicano ch
esiste un pericolo per la propria incolumità a causa di un
sorgente biologica. Questo simbolo è accompagnato d
simbolo di“AVVERTENZA” .

Il funzionamento normale del sistema può comportare l’uso d
solventi e reagenti tossici, infiammabili o biologicamente
pericolosi.

• Prendere tutte le precauzioni indicate sui contenitori
originali della soluzione.

• Fare funzionare il sistema in un ambiente adeguato.
• Quando si usano materiali tossici o che possano causare

condizioni patologiche, prendere tutte le precauzioni
necessarie per prevenire la formazione di aerosol.

• Quando si usano solventi infiammabili all’interno o in
prossimità dello strumento, seguire tutte le procedure
pertinenti per la sicurezza.

• Quando si opera con materiali pericolosi, indossare un
camice da laboratorio e usare occhiali e guanti di
sicurezza e un respiratore.

• Eliminare tutte le soluzioni di scarto in modo adeguato.

AVVERTENZA

OGGETTI TAGLIENTI/PARTI MOBILI

I paragrafi contrassegnati con questo simbolo indicano ch
esiste un pericolo per la propria incolumità a causa di spigo
vivi o altre parti accessorie all’esterno o all’interno
dell’apparecchio. Questo simbolo è accompagnato dal simbo
di “AVVERTENZA” .

Per prevenire infortuni che possono essere causati dalle pa
mobili, prendere queste precauzioni:

• Tenere i capelli e indumenti larghi lontani dall’area delle
parti mobili.

• Non tentare mai di limitare il movimento delle parti
mobili.
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AVVERTENZA

SUPERFICIE AD ALTA TEMPERATURA

I paragrafi contrassegnati con questo simbolo indicano ch
esiste un pericolo per la propria incolumità a causa di superfic
o altre parti accessorie all’esterno o all’interno
dell’apparecchio, ad alta temperatura. Questo simbolo
accompagnato dal simbolo di “AVVERTENZA ”.

AVVERTENZA

LUCE LASER

I paragrafi contrassegnati con questo simbolo indicano ch
esiste un pericolo per la propria incolumità a causa di un
sorgente laser. Questo simbolo è accompagnato dal simbolo
“AVVERTENZA ”.

Durante il funzionamento normale del sistema, la luce lase
non è accessibile né osservabile, pertanto la classificazion
laser complessiva di questi laser è “Classe 1”, ossia “laser ch
non mettono a rischio l’incolumità delle persone in condizioni
di funzionamento ragionevolmente prevedibili”.

Per proteggere gli utenti dai rischi della luce laser, osservar
tutte le avvertenze sulla sicurezza.
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Collegamento con la terra o terminale di protezione

Questo simbolo indica la posizione del collegamento con l
terra o dello spinotto di protezione sull’apparecchio.

Posizione OFF (SPENTO) dell’interruttore principale di
alimentazione

Questo simbolo indica il punto dell’interruttore principale di
alimentazione su cui occorre premere per spegner
l’apparecchio.

Posizione ON (ACCESO) dell’interruttore principale di
alimentazione

Questo simbolo indica il punto dell’interruttore principale di
alimentazione su cui occorre premere per accende
l’apparecchio.
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Información sobre seguridad

En esta sección se proporciona información sobre la seguridad e instrucciones p
utilización del equipo y accesorios del sistema.

Símbolos de seguridad
Los símbolos ilustrados a continuación y que se encuentran sobre el instrumento
recuerdan al usuario que debe leer y comprender plenamente todas las instrucci
relativas a la seguridad antes de la instalación, operación, mantenimiento o repar
de este instrumento.

Cuando vea esos símbolos en este manual, preste especial atención a la informac
seguridad correspondiente a esos símbolos.

ADVERTENCIA

Este icono acompaña al texto y los símbolos internacionale
que identifican riesgos potenciales para el personal. S
presencia significa que hay un riesgo potencial a la segurida
personal del operador si no se aplica la información incluida e
el párrafo de la“ADVERTENCIA” o si no se ejecutan
correctamente los procedimientos.

PRECAUCIÓN

Este icono acompaña a texto y los símbolos internacionale
que identifican riesgos potenciales de daños para el equipo.
presencia indica un riesgo potencial de daños al equipo, fallo
de programa o pérdida de datos si no se aplica la informació
incluida en el párrafo de la“PRECAUCIÓN” o si no se
ejecutan correctamente los procedimientos.
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ADVERTENCIA

VOLTAJE ALTO VOLTAJE

Los párrafos marcados con este símbolo contiene
advertencias de riesgos potenciales a la seguridad perso
debido a una fuente de alto voltaje. En este documento, junto
este símbolo se imprimirá el icono de“ADVERTENCIA” .

Para reducir el riesgo de descargas eléctricas, todos l
dispositivos están dotados de cable eléctrico de tres alambre
del enchufe adecuado para conectar el equipo a tomacorrien
con descarga a tierra.

Verifique que el tomacorrientes de pared tenga una
conexión y descarga a tierra adecuadas.

NO use un adaptador de tres a dos alambres.

NO use un cable de extensión de dos alambres ni una
banda de enchufe múltiple de dos alambres.

Antes de efectuar tareas de mantenimiento interrumpa el
paso de corriente al instrumento.

NO quite ninguno de los paneles; éstos sólo deben ser
quitados por personal de servicio calificado.
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ADVERTENCIA

RIESGO BIOLÓGICO

Los párrafos marcados con este símbolo indican riesgo
potenciales a la seguridad personal debido a una fuente
sustancias biológicas. En este documento, junto a este símbo
se imprimirá el icono de“ADVERTENCIA” .

La operación normal del sistema puede incluir uso de solvente
y reactivos tóxicos, inflamables o que presentan un riesg
biológico.

• Observe todas las precauciones impresas en los
recipientes originales de las soluciones.

• Haga funcionar el sistema en el entorno adecuado.
• Al utilizar materiales tóxicos o patológicos, tome todas

las precauciones necesarias para impedir la generación
de aerosoles.

• Al utilizar solventes inflamables en el instrumento o
cerca del instrumento, observe todas las precauciones
aplicables.

• Al trabajar con materiales peligrosos, use vestimenta de
laboratorio adecuada, por ejemplo, gafas de protección,
guantes, bata de laboratorio y dispositivo de respiración.

• Procese todas las soluciones de desecho de la manera
adecuada.

ADVERTENCIA

OBJETOS AGUDOS/PIEZAS MÓVILES

Los párrafos marcados con este símbolo indican riesgo
potenciales a la seguridad personal debido a la existencia
esquinas u otras salientes agudas en el exterior o interior
este equipo. En este documento, junto a este símbolo
imprimirá el icono de“ADVERTENCIA” .

Para evitar heridas provocadas por piezas móviles, observe
siguientes medidas:

• Mantenga alejados de las piezas móviles la vestimenta y
el cabello sueltos.

• Nunca intente impedir físicamente el movimiento de las
piezas móviles.
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ADVERTENCIA

SUPERFICIES CALIENTES

Los párrafos marcados con este símbolo indican riesgo
potenciales a la seguridad personal debido a superficies
salientes a alta temperatura en el exterior o interior de es
equipo. En este documento, junto a este símbolo se imprimi
el icono de“ADVERTENCIA” .

ADVERTENCIA

LUZ DE LÁSER

Los párrafos marcados con este símbolo indican riesgo
potenciales a la seguridad personal debido a una fuente de
de láser. En este documento, junto a este símbolo se imprim
el icono de“ADVERTENCIA” .

Durante el funcionamiento normal del sistema, el usuario n
tiene acceso a la luz del láser. Por ello, el láser del sistema tie
la clasificación general de “Clase 1”, es decir, “dispositivos
láser que son seguros en condiciones de funcionamien
razonablemente predecibles”.

Para proteger a los usuarios de daños a los ojos por la l
potencialmente nociva del láser, observe todas las advertenc
de seguridad.
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Terminal CON protección DE descarga a tierra

Este símbolo identifica la ubicación en el equipo del termina
con protección de descarga a tierra.

Posición de “desconectado’ (“OFF“) del interruptor
principal de corriente

Este símbolo representa en forma gráfica el interrupto
principal de corriente cuando está en la posición desconecta
(OFF).

Posición de “conectado’ (“ON“) del interruptor principal
de corriente

Este símbolo representa en forma gráfica el interrupto
principal de corriente cuando está en la posición conectad
(ON).
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Preface

The 32 Karat™ User’s Guide is a self-paced introduction to the operation of the
Beckman Coulter, Inc. P/ACE MDQ and the 32 Karat Software version 4. It contain
brief introduction to the technique of capillary electrophoresis; an overview if the
MDQ hardware; tutorials for the most frequently used software features; and an
appendix of useful information.

The 32 Karat User’s Guide has been designed to assist users who are new to CE
32 Karat Software in beginning to use both the software and the instrument. It is
largely built on exercises that are designed to take you step-by-step to a point wh
you can begin to create your own methods, generate and analyze data, and repo
results. It does not attempt to cover every possible feature in the system or every a
of capillary electrophoresis.

The on-instrument activities contain specific instructions for users with ultraviolet,
photodiode array, and laser induced fluorescent detector systems. Follow the
instructions for the detector(s) installed on your system.

The activities in this manual are progressive. Each builds on the previous ones. T
the most from this manual, work through all the activities, in order.

The activities that teach data reprocessing, calibration, and reporting, are all base
data collected with an ultraviolet detector system. The steps in these procedures
very similar regardless of the detector type used, so these exercises are importan
users of all detector types. Data files for the post-run exercises are installed with th
Karat Software. If your instrument does not have a UV detector, you can manually
configure a virtual UV instrument in the software so that you can do these exercis

This manual was created by a team of technical writers, scientists, and engineers
Beckman Coulter, Inc. We value your feedback. Please let us know how we can
improve future editions of this manual. Send your comments to:
32karat@beckmancoulter.com, and include User Manual in the subject line. Ques
concerning the exercises can be sent to the same address.

Fullerton, California

June, 2000
v
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Instructions for using the Data Samples
In some of the exercises in this manual you are asked to open specific data and m
files. These are located in the Data Samples folder, which is a sub-directory to the
32Karat folder that was created when your software was installed. The following
information is also contained in the “Readme.doc” file located in the Data Sample
folder. It is IMPORTANT to read and understand the following before using the
sample files.

I. This folder contains the following files:

Data Sample 1.dat

Data Sample 2.dat

Data Sample 3.dat

Level 1.dat

Level 2.dat

Level 3.dat

Level 4.dat

Level 5.dat

PDA Data Sample.dat

Calibrate.met

Quantitate.met

II. Purpose of these files

The Data Samples folder contains data and method files to supplement the exerci
the User’s Guide for the 32 Karat Software. The files were created solely for the
purposes of this tutorial. They are intended as training tools only, and are not to b
used for system validation or any other purposes.

III. Using the files

These files are referred to by name in the 32 Karat User's Guide. In performing so
of these exercises, you will be asked to open one or more of these files. By using
files, the images you see on the computer screen and the images in the training m
will be the same.
vi
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IV. IMPORTANT NOTICE: Duplicate these files before use

Processing these data files and methods in the 32 Karat Software will cause chan
the files. To keep the original files unaltered and available for later use in these
exercises, please follow the steps below.

1. Open Windows NT Explorer. To open this utility, right click on the Start butto
in the Windows NT toolbar and select Explore.

2. Navigate to the Data Samples folder. It is a sub-directory of the 32Karat fold

3. In the left-hand pane of the Explorer window, click on the Data Samples fold
to open it.

4. From the menu bar at the top of the Explorer window select File | New | Fold
A new folder will be added to the Data Samples folder. The “New Folder” wil
be highlighted, which indicates that the name may be edited. Type a new na
The name of the individual who will be using the tutorial exercises in the Use
Guide is a good choice.

5. Select all of the data files listed above, but do not select the new folder. There
several ways to do a multiple file select. Use any one of the following:
• Select the first file in the list by clicking on it. Hold down the Shift key, and

click on the last file in the list. All the files between these two files will be
selected.

• Select a file by clicking on it. Hold down the Ctrl key, and click each
individual file in the list.

• Using the mouse, you can click and drag a box around the files to be sele

6. When all the files are selected (highlighted), select Edit | Copy from the men
bar (or use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl-C). Double click on the new folder to op
it. Then select Edit | Paste from the menu bar (or use the keyboard shortcut
Ctrl-V).

7. You have now created a copy of the sample files in a new folder. When the
manual asks you to open a file, open the copy you have just created, and no
original file. DO NOT USE THE ORIGINAL FILES! Save all methods and
sequences you create as part of the tutorial in this new folder.

8. A backup set of files is included in case the originals become altered. These
stored in the file “Backup Files.exe.” Running this executable file will restore
the original set of sample files. When running the backup files program, you m
be prompted to over-write existing files. Select “Yes.” The contents of the Da
Samples file will be replaced by this action, including any changes you have
made to the original set of data and method files.
vii
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Section 1-Introduction to CE

Overview
This section describes the common modes of capillary electrophoresis and how t
processes are performed by the P/ACE™ MDQ instrument using the Ultraviolet (U
Photodiode Array (PDA) and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) detectors.

General Description
The P/ACE MDQ instrument separates sample components within a fused-silica
capillary, using one of several modes of electrophoresis. All of these modes are
generally referred to as Capillary Electrophoresis (CE).

In the P/ACE MDQ, sample is injected into the capillary using either pressure,
vacuum, or voltage. Under the influence of high voltage, sample components mig
differentially through the capillary.

There are two basic methods for detecting samples using CE. The first is the
absorbance of light. This method is utilized in UV and PDA detection. As these
components pass a window in the capillary, a single wavelength UV detector or a
multiwavelength photodiode array detector (PDA) measures absorbance and tran
the signal to the computer. The signal can also be transmitted to an external reco
integrator, or data system through an analog output. The signal may be plotted
graphically in the form of an electropherogram and analyzed.

The second method is to induce the samples to fluorescence and measure the em
light. This is done by Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF). Substances in the capilla
which fluoresce at the laser wavelength are detected. The LIF Detector measures
records this fluorescence, which appears as a peak on the computer screen or pr
electropherogram.

The P/ACE MDQ instrument may be used to separate many different kinds of
samples, including peptides, proteins, nucleic acids, ions, enantiomers, and
pharmaceuticals. CE has very low sample requirements relative to other analytica
techniques (5 to 30 microliters, with the actual injection volume being typically
between 5 and 50 nanoliters). It provides a complimentary alternative to other
separations techniques such as chromatography.
Introduction to CE 1-1
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Common Modes of Electrophoresis

Capillary Zone Electrophoresis (CZE)

When voltage is applied to an uncoated fused-silica capillary tube filled with a
uniform electrolyte solution, separation of charged species occurs due to differen
migration in the electrical field. This process, in which charged particles in solutio
migrate toward an electrode with opposite charge, is called electrophoresis. If the
wall of the capillary is also charged, the fluid in the capillary will begin to flow towar
the electrode that has the same charge as the capillary wall. This bulk movement
fluid is termed electroosmotic flow or EOF.

Because EOF is usually of higher magnitude than electrophoresis, analytes of bo
positive and negative charge will ultimately be carried in the same direction, altho
at different rates. Electrophoresis will separate like-charged but otherwise distinc
analytes from one another. In this manner, both positive and negative analyte
molecules can be detected as they are swept past the detector. The direction of E
can be changed by reversing the charge on the electrodes, or by changing the cha
the wall of the capillary by chemical means.

The amount of time required for sample molecules to migrate to the detector dep
on the length of the capillary, the electrophoretic mobilities of the particular sampl
molecules, the specific electrolyte used, the magnitude of the EOF, and the applie
voltage. Molecules having different electrophoretic mobilities will be detected at
different times. Other factors to be considered are the size, shape, and charges o
particles, the electrolyte concentration, the pH of the separation buffer, and the
dimensions of the capillary.

Micellar Electrokinetic Capillary Chromatography (MEKC)

In free-zone capillary electrophoresis, neutral molecules travel as a single band.
separate these molecules, micellar additives such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS
be added to the electrolyte solution. Neutral molecules with differing affinities for t
charged micelles will separate during electrophoresis under these conditions.

Capillary Gel Electrophoresis (CGE)

In the techniques described above, the analyte molecules are moving in a low visc
liquid. By increasing the viscosity of the matrix to the point where the migration of
molecules is physically impeded, it is possible to separate different species based
size and shape, as well as charge. A variety of gel solutions may be employed in
technique.

Capillary Isoelectric Focusing (cIEF)

In IEF, a mixture of special buffers called ampholytes is used to create a pH gradi
along the length of the capillary. During separation, molecules will migrate to the
point in the pH gradient at which they have no net charge. At the end of the proce
the various analytes are located in discrete zones in the capillary. In a separate
mobilization step, the bands are moved past the detector for analysis. This techniq
most often used for protein and peptide analysis.
1-2 Introduction to CE



Capillary Electrochromatography (CEC)

les
Capillary Electrochromatography (CEC)

CEC uses a capillary packed with porous particles similar to those used in HPLC.
Driven by EOF, analytes partition between mobile and stationary phases as they
migrate down the capillary. Under some conditions, electrophoresis may also
participate in the separation. CEC is primarily employed to separate small molecu
such as drugs.
Introduction to CE 1-3
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Section 2-System Overview

The main components of the P/ACE MDQ instrument include trays that hold vials
sample, buffer, and other solutions, an interface block, a high-voltage power supp
and electrodes, a source optics module and detector, temperature control hardwa
and a sample injection mechanism.

Figure 1 P/ACE MDQ instrument

1 Source Optics Module with D2 Lamp inside
2 Insertion Bar
3 Interface Block
4 High Voltage Electrode
5 High Voltage Power Supply (inside)
6 Inlet Sample Tray
7 Inlet Buffer Tray
8 Coolant Fill Ports

9 Power Switch
10 Outlet Buffer Tray
11 Outlet Sample Tray
12 Grounded Electrode
13 Fiber Optic Cable
14 Detector
15 Capillary Cartridge

HV - HV + UVPWP

901010L.AI
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The main power switch is located on the lower right side of the front of the instrume
All connections for external system components are located on the upper left side
panel of the instrument, except for AC inlet and the fuse holder. Three fans provid
cooling airflow for internal system components; air is exhausted through vents at
side and rear of the instrument. Maintain proper clearances to ensure that the ven
not blocked (see the P/ACE MDQ Installation and Maintenance Manual).

The Sample Handling System
The sample handling system holds four trays; two sample trays (inlet and outlet),
two buffer trays. The sample trays are primarily used for samples; the buffer trays
the other solutions required for electrophoresis (e.g. buffer and rinse solutions). T
trays are arranged on two parallel tracks. Under normal operating conditions, the
on the left are referred to as the inlet trays for sample and buffer; the trays on the
are referred to as the outlet trays for sample and buffer.

Each buffer tray holds either 36-2mL vials, or a large reservoir tray; the large reser
tray has two 25 mL buffer reservoirs and holders for ten 2mL vials. Sample trays h
either 48 vials or a 96 well plate. Each tray is numbered from the front to the back
beginning with the number 1, and lettered from left to right, beginning with the lett
A (see Figure 2).
2-2 System Overview



Figure 2 Sample trays

1 Buffer Tray
2 48 Vial Sample Tray
3 96 Position Sample Tray
4 Large Reservoir Tray
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WARNING

The P/ACE MDQ is not intended to accommodate volatile materials in
96-well plates. Volatile solvents may release hazardous or flammable vapo
leading to a risk of fire or explosion. Solvent vapors may also damage the
instrument. Do not use volatile solvents in 96-well plates.

WARNING

The 2 mL vials are pressurized during rinse and separation-with-pressure
events. To reduce the risk of breakage and expelled glass particles, use on
Beckman vials P/N 144980, and inspect each vial for damage prior to use.
Do not use any vial that appears to be cracked or damaged in any way.
Wear safety glasses when opening the sample cover while the vials are
pressurized.
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The Capillary Cartridge
The CE capillary is installed in a cartridge. The cartridge design protects the capil
provides a path for liquid coolant, simplifies installation into the instrument, and
aligns the detection window in the optics. The components of the cartridge are sh
in Figure 8.

Figure 3 The capillary cartridge

1. Coolant tubing with capillary inside
2. Capillary

3. Detector Window and Aperture -
UV and PDA Detectors

4. Detector Window and Aperture - LIF Detector
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The detection window is an area of the capillary where the polyimide coating has b
removed to reveal the transparent fused-silica. This area of the capillary is placed
part of the cartridge containing a plug that connects the window to the optical sys
One type of plug is used for UV and PDA detectors, and a second type is used for
detectors. The procedures for installing a capillary in a cartridge are covered in th
Installation and Maintenance Manual. In addition to the cartridge shown here, spe
cartridges are used with the optional External Detector Adapter (see the Installati
and Maintenance Manual for information on these cartridges.)

The capillary temperature is controlled with an inert liquid that circulates through
cartridge. Temperature is controlled in a range from 10°C below ambient (with a
minimum of 15°C) to 60°C. Coolant flows through the cartridge via two openings
the bottom of the housing (located between the ends of the capillary.) This fluid
removes the heat generated by electrophoresis.

The Syringe Pump
P/ACE MDQ is capable of generating pressures using an internal pump mechani
This pump can supply 0.1 to 25 psi to perform pressure injections or low pressure
mobilizations. It can also apply up to 100 psi to move fluids through the capillary.
Vacuum injections can be performed from 0.1 to 5.0 psi. Pressure can be applied
both ends of the capillary simultaneously to facilitate methods such as capillary
electrochromatography.

The High Voltage Power Supply
The high voltage power supply is capable of delivering a maximum of 30 kV with a
maximum current of 300 µA. The voltage range is from 1 to 30 kV, selectable in 10
increments. The polarity is selectable from the software. The current is selectable
3.0 to 300 µA in 0.1 µA increments. The software allows the user to select curren
voltage or power operation. During operation, the system will ramp the voltage or
current up to the programmed value. Limits for voltage, current and power may als
entered to protect the capillary. For example, if the user programs a voltage settin
30 kV but the setting for current is only 3.0 µA, the system reaches the limit set fo
current before reaching the voltage setting, and regulates voltage to maintain tha
current.
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LED Indicators
LED Indicators

The front panel of the instrument contains LED indicators for Power, UV, and High
Voltage.

Figure 4 LED Indicators

1. High Voltage Indicators
2. UV Lamp On Indicator

3. Instrument Power Indicator
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Cartridge and Tray Cover Interlocks

The double-hinged doors of the P/ACE MDQ have been designed with interlock
sensors that will prevent unsafe access to the interior of the instrument. The first
(lower) door is called the tray cover; the second (upper) door is called the cartridg
cover.

Opening the tray cover

• Stops any tray movement immediately.
• Prevents execution of any programmed events which require tray movem
• Aborts a method when a step requiring tray movement is encountered.

Opening the cartridge cover

• Shuts off the high voltage if it is on.
• Turns off the pump circulating the capillary coolant.
• Moves the detector filter wheel to the closed position.

Figure 5 Cartridge and Tray Covers

1. Tray Cover
2. Cartridge Cover

HV - HV + UVPWP
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UV Detector Optics
The UV optics includes an ultraviolet light source, selectable wavelength filters,
aperture, capillary, and a single photodiode detector, as shown in Figure 6.

The UV source is a deuterium lamp with a wavelength range of 190 to 600 nm. Tw
lenses focus and direct the output of the lamp through one of the wavelength-sele
filters located in a rotating wheel behind the capillary cartridge. The beam continu
through the aperture in the cartridge plug and through a section of the capillary th
has been treated to remove the polyimide coating (the detection window). The
non-absorbed beam then continues through a fiber optic cable to a photodiode. T
light signal is converted to an electrical signal, digitized, and sent to the P/ACE M
computer for processing by the software. This signal is also available as an analo
output through a connection on the left side of the instrument.

The design of the instrument insures that the optical system remains in alignmen
user alignments are required.

There are eight positions on the UV filter wheel. UV detector systems are shipped
four standard filters: 200 nm, 214 nm, 254 nm, and 280 nanometers (10 nm
bandwidth). These are installed in positions 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively, of the filter
wheel; position 1 is opaque and serves as a shutter for the detection system.

Additional wavelengths are obtained by placing the appropriate filters in positions
7, and 8; the standard filters can also be replaced, if desired. If the instrument will
used with a PDA detector, position 8 should always be left open (no filter). The filt
wheel will accommodate widely available ½ inch (12.7 mm) diameter filters with
wavelengths from 190 to 600 nm.
System Overview 2-9
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Figure 6 UV Optics Layout

1. Capillary Aperture
2. Fused Silica Lenses
3. Deuterium Lamp
4. Lamp Power Supply
5. Photodiode
6. Fiber Optic Connection

7. Motor
8. 8 Position Filter Wheel
9. Filter Position (i.e. 214 nm)
10. Fiber Optic Cable
11. Fiber Optic Connector
12. Capillary
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The Photo Diode Array (PDA) Detector
The Photo Diode Array detector, like the UV detector, uses the absorbance of ligh
detect the presence of samples as they pass through the detection window. Unlik
UV detector, the PDA detector can provide spectral analysis of samples. Spectra
signatures obtained in this way can be useful in identifying unknowns.

The PDA detector utilizes the same cartridge configuration as the UV detector. Pl
refer to the section on the UV detector for a description of the cartridge and to the
Karat version 4.0 Installation and Maintenance Manual for instructions on rebuild
the cartridge.

In PDA detection, the full spectrum of light from the deuterium lamp illuminates th
capillary (see Figure 12). Light that is not absorbed by samples is delivered by a f
optic cable to a grating that breaks the light into a spectrum. This spectrum is proje
onto an array of 256 photodiodes. With this arrangement, the absorbance profile o
sample can be measured. The PDA detector also allows the simultaneous measur
of light at different discrete wavelengths. By collecting spectral data over time,
3-dimensional plots of absorbance can be created. The photo diode array conver
light signal into an electrical signal. This is digitized and sent to the P/ACE MDQ
computer for processing by the software.

The PDA detector always uses filter wheel position #8. It is essential that no filter b
position #8 when the PDA is in use.

The PDA detector is calibrated in wavelength using the discrete emission bands
generated by a mercury lamp. The mercury lamp is an integral part of the detecto
system. Calibration is performed automatically by the software when requested b
user.
System Overview 2-11
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Figure 7 Diode Array Optics Layout

1. Capillary Aperture
2. Fused Silica Lenses
3. Deuterium
4. Lamp Power Supply
5. Concave Holographic Grating
6. 256 Element Diode Array
7. Motor
8. 8 Position Filter Wheel
9. Monochromator Entrance Slit
10. Fiber Optic Connector

11. 9 by 200 µm Fiber Array (Slit)
12. Fiber Optic Connector
13. Mercury Calibration Fibers
14. Mercury Lamp Power Supply
15. Mercury Lamp
16. Y-fiber Optic Cable
17. Filter wheel in open position 8
18. Fiber Optic Connector
19. Capillary
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Laser Induced Fluorescence Detector
The LIF Detector consists of the LIF Detector Module, the LIF Interconnect Modu
and a Laser Module. Refer to Figure 8 for more information. A P/ACE MDQ capilla
cartridge with an LIF Detector plug installed is required for use with this system.

The LIF detector uses a laser light source. A 488 nm argon-ion laser and a 635 n
diode laser are available from Beckman Coulter. Other lasers can be adapted. Th
detector can use dual lasers and dual photodetectors, making it a true dual wavel
system. Refer to the section titled “Using Other Lasers with the LIF Detector” for
more information.

A fiber cable transmits excitation light from the laser to the capillary in the cartridg
Substances in the capillary which fluoresce at the laser wavelength are detected.
LIF Detector measures and records this fluorescence, which appears as a peak o
computer screen or printed electropherogram. The LIF Detector can also be used
the indirect mode. In this mode, a fluorescent buffer system is used to detect
non-fluorescent components. See Figure 8 and Figure 9.

The initial installation of the LIF Detector will be performed by a Beckman Coulter
Field Service Engineer. The P/ACE MDQ can easily be converted between LIF an
UV/PDA modes as detector components are modular.
System Overview 2-13
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Figure 8 P/ACE MDQ Instrument with LIF Detector
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Figure 9 LIF Optical System

The Laser Modules
The following section describes the optional 488 nm and 635 nm laser modules, i
terms of how they interface with the P/ACE MDQ instrument and the LIF Detector

WARNING

During normal operation of the LIF Detector, laser light is
not accessible to the user. To prevent potentially harmful
laser light from being emitted from the end of the fiber
cable, an interlock mechanism turns off the laser if the laser
fiber cable is disconnected from the interconnect module, or
if the cartridge cover is opened.

Always turn off the laser module and P/ACE MDQ instru-
ment before removing any of the LIF system module(s).

900994L.AI
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488 nm Laser Module

The Beckman Coulter 488 nm laser is an air-cooled Argon Ion Laser. Two indicat
lights are located on the front of the 488 nm Laser Module. The green light flashe
indicate that the interlock circuit is complete and the laser is preparing to light (in
approximately 40 seconds.) Once the laser is operating, the green light will stay o
continuously until the laser is turned off, the cartridge cover opened, or until the fi
cable coupler is disconnected from the LIF Interconnect Module.

The yellow light is a current limit indicator. A sensor in the laser module measures
amount of laser light being produced. Circuits in the laser module adjust the amou
current being drawn to maintain a stable 3mW output. The yellow indicator light w
come on when the system begins to draw excessive current. This light indicates t
the laser tube should be replaced; when it comes on, contact Beckman Coulter
Customer Service for assistance.

Figure 10 488 nm Laser Module Back Panel

900710L.AI
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635 nm Laser Module

The power switch is located on the back panel of the 635 nm laser housing. Howe
the laser will not light up unless the P/ACE MDQ system is on, and all doors and
interlocks are in place. A red light on the front panel of the 635 nm laser module
indicates that the laser is on. Refer to Figure 8.

Using Other Lasers with the LIF Detector
Laser units other than the Beckman Coulter Laser Modules 488 and 635 can be u
with the LIF detector, as long as the guidelines below are strictly followed.

• If the LIF detector was purchased without a Beckman Coulter Laser Module, an In
lock/Fiber Optic cable (P/N 360671) will have been provided. The custom interl
connector plugs into the LIF Interconnect Module. The fiber optic termination of
cable is the standard SMA 905. The laser unit must be fitted with a fiber launcher w
is compatible with this connector.

The two electrical wires in the cable connect to the interlock switches inside the
detector and instrument. These switches close when it is safe for the laser to com
These wires must be connected to the laser’s interlock circuit. The connectors an
switches in the detector are rated for low voltage (TTL level) signals.

NOTE

To avoid damaging the interlock connector and switches in
the LIF Detector Module, do not connect interlock wires in
the laser unit to a voltage greater than the rated voltage of
the interlock connector and switches (5V, 0.1 A).

U.S. Federal regulations require that this connection be
made to limit access to laser energy when the cable is
disconnected from the LIF Interconnect Module.
System Overview 2-17
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Section 3- Starting 32 Karat Software

To start the 32 Karat Software, selectPrograms|32 Karat|32 Karat Software
from the Windows Start Menu button on the Windows Tool Bar.

Figure 11 Start Menu location for 32 Karat Software
Starting 32 Karat Software 3-1
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32 Karat Software opens to the current location / group window which lists the
configured instruments.

Tool Bar

The Tool Bar appears at the top and, in some cases, the bottom of the active wind
The active buttons within the Tool Bar allow for single mouse click access to man
common commands. These buttons are available from the opening window.

Menu Bar

The Menu Bar contains all commands available in 32 Karat Software. The Menu
can be accessed by single mouse click or by holding down theAlt key and pressing
the underlined letter.

Figure 12 32 Karat Software opening window
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Creating and Configuring an Instrument
In this exercise you will:

• create a connection to a real instrument
• create a virtual instrument that can be used for offline data reprocessing

Creating a New Instrument

Up to four P/ACE MDQ’s can be controlled from a single computer with 32 Karat
Software. An unlimited number of virtual instruments can be created for offline
method editing or data analysis. Use the following exercise to configure a new
instrument. Select the detector type(s) appropriate to your hardware configuration

1. Right mouse click within the right pane and selectNew | Instrument from the
drop down menu.

2. A new instrument will be created with its icon placed in the right pane. Enter
name of the instrument (in this example we will refer toInstrument 1 ) in the
highlighted name field. This name will be used throughout 32 Karat Software
the Instrument window, data reports, and the Instrument logs.

NOTE

This section assumes that all hardware and interface boards have been
installed. If they have not been installed, please refer to the Installation and
Maintenance Manual for instructions.
Starting 32 Karat Software 3-3
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Configuring the New Instrument

Configuring the instrument is a process in which the software is prepared to contr
the hardware and process the data. It consists of 1) identifying the P/ACE MDQ a
unique instrument and 2) identifying the hardware components that are present. E
physical instrument should be represented by at least two icons. One of these wil
used for control and data acquisition; the other is used for offline data reprocessin
while the first is being used for acquisition. The following example will use a UV
detector as a model.

Figure 13 32 Karat Software opening window

NOTE

If there is more than one P/ACE MDQ connected to the computer, the
configuration process must be repeated for each instrument. Only the
instrument that is being configured may be ON during configuration. All
other instruments must be turned OFF. Once all instruments are configured
they may all be turned ON.
3-4 Starting 32 Karat Software



Creating and Configuring an Instrument
1. Right mouse click on the Instrument 1 icon and select
Configure from the drop down menu.

2. SelectBeckman P/ACE MDQ from theInstrument typedrop-down menu;
input a name to identify the instrument.
Starting 32 Karat Software 3-5
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3. Click on theConfigurebutton. The Beckman P/ACE MDQ Configuration

window is launched with the modules available for configuration listed in the l
pane.
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Auto Configuration

32 Karat Software can automatically configure all P/ACE MDQ modules in the
Instrument. The instrument must be connected to the PC and turned ON.

1. Click theAuto Configurationbutton at the bottom of the window and listen for
tray movement within the MDQ. This indicates that the software is
communicating with the instrument. The window below will appear during th
process.

2. The detector will appear in the configured modules window.
Starting 32 Karat Software 3-7
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3. Right mouse click on the new icon and selectOpen. Verify that the instrument
was properly detected and configured.

4. Each P/ACE MDQ connected to the computer must have a unique device ID
The default setting is 1. If multiple MDQ instruments are installed, select a
unique ID (1, 2, 3 or 4) for each instrument. After the device address is selec
click SET BUS ADDRESSto send this information to the instrument.

5. The type of buffer tray and sample tray present is detected at startup. Tray ty
detected each time the tray cover is opened and closed. The instrument
autodetects three types of trays: 36 vial buffer trays, large reservoir buffer tra
and 48 position sample trays. 96 well plates are not autodetected by the
instrument and must be manually configured from this window. Tray
configuration may be manually changed at any time.

6. When a 96 well plate is selected as the sample tray type, the Enable Tray
Definition check box will become active. If this check box is selected, the use
has the option to define the height and depth of the plates installed. This fea
allows the use of deep-well and other non-standard plates. If this check box
not selected, only standard Beckman Coulter 96 well plates may be used.

7. If a Laser Induced Fluorescence Detector has been detected, the LIF Calibr
Wizard will become active. This feature is described in greater detail in the
Installation and Maintenance Manual.

Figure 14 P/ACE MDQ Instrument configuration for UV
Detector
3-8 Starting 32 Karat Software
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8. The Filter dialog is used to define the specific filters that are installed in a UV
detector. The data must be entered manually. It is important that the values
entered match the installed filters exactly. If a PDA detector is installed, posit
8 must be empty (no filter installed), indicated by a “0” value.

9. Pressure units may be defined in psi (pounds per square inch) or in mbar
(millibars). The units selected will be used only for this instrument.

10. Temperature control indicates the installation of a sample storage unit. If
installed, the storage unit may be disabled by selecting “Unavailable” from th
drop-down list box.

11. ClickOK to return to the Instrument Configuration window.

Configuration Options

Clicking the Options button will open the Configuration Option dialog. See Figure

Figure 15 Instrument Configuration screen for the
Beckman P/ACE MDQ
Starting 32 Karat Software 3-9
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Analysis Options

Analysis options define what software functions will be available when data is
reprocessed.

PDA allows the analysis of multichannel data from the Photo Diode Array detecto

System Suitability enables automatic review of results. Results outside selected
ranges can trigger defined responses.

Qualitative Analysis enables the identification of peaks by migration time, relativ
migration time or mobility.

Caesar Integration is used to detect peak start and stop. This method is useful f
peaks that have abrupt transitions from baseline to peak. It is also useful when S/
(signal noise ratio) is low. Caesar Integration is the preferred method for detecting
peaks. When un-checked, peak start and stop will be based on slope threshold.

Figure 16 P/ACE MDQ Instrument Configuration Options
Dialog box (Analysis Options)
3-10 Starting 32 Karat Software
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Instrument Options

Standard CE , the time for a peak to reach the window is called Migration Time.

CEC/LC, the time for a peak to reach the window is called Retention Time.

This selection will be reflected on electropherograms and in reports.

12. ClickOK to exit and save the module configuration.

13. ClickOK to return to the Opening Menu.

Figure 17 P/ACE MDQ Instrument Configuration Options
Dialog box (Instrument Options)
Starting 32 Karat Software 3-11
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Manual Configuration

Manual Configuration of the UV Detector

Manual configuration may be used to create an instrument when the hardware is
offline or in use.

1. From the main 32 Karat Software screen, create a new instrument and open
configuration window as previously described in “Creating a New Instrumen
on page 3. Name the instrument “UV for manual”.

2. For this exercise a UV Detector will be configured. Select the UV Detector

in the left pane and click on the . The P/ACE MDQ UV Detecto
icon is added and must now be configured.

NOTE

Many of the exercises in this manual require that a virtual UV instrument be
configured. Use this procedure to create a UV instrument, regardless of the
type of detector you have installed.
3-12 Starting 32 Karat Software
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3. Right mouse click on the new icon and select Open. The P/ACE MDQ
Instrument Configuration dialog box is displayed.

4. Specify the type of sample trays the instrument is using.

5. Click OK to exit and save the module configuration.

Configuration Options

For information on configuration options, please refer to “Configuration Options” o
page 9.

Manual Configuration of the PDA and LIF Detectors

Manual configuration of the PDA and LIF detectors is performed by selecting the
appropriate icons in place of the UV detector. Only one internal detector is allowed
instrument.
Starting 32 Karat Software 3-13
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Section 4-Direct Control

Introduction
The Direct Control screen is essentially the front panel of the instrument. It allows
to select and change operating parameters with immediate execution. Direct Cont
useful in preparing for Operations, Maintenance and Troubleshooting.

The Direct Control graphical interface is used to control the instrument by mouse
clicking on “hot” areas of the window. These areas either activate the associated d
box - allowing modification of the instrument settings - or activate the task directly
Direct control displays an animation of current instrument activities and instrumen
status in real time.
Direct Control 4-1
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Direct Control Window
To access the Direct Control window, go to the Control Menu and selectDirect
Control | View .

The UV Detector is shown in Figure 18 above. The PDA and LIF Detectors are
similar. The functions are defined in Table 1 and Table 2.

Figure 18 Hot spots on Direct Control window

1 Capillary Temperature
2 Tray Up/Down
3 Label dialog
4 Tray Up/Down
5 Lamp On/Off
6 Detector dialog
7 Autozero
8 Trays to Home Position

9 Trays to Load Position
10 Injection Dialog
11 Stop Current Processes
12 Sample Storage Temperature
13 Voltage Dialog
14 Current Dialog
15 Power Dialog
16 Pressure Dialog
17 Vial Position Dialog

1 2
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Direct Control Window
Table 1 Direct Control Functions

CONTROL FUNCTIONS IN DIRECT CONTROL

Temperature

Capillary Temperature Hot Spot Opens a dialog to set the coolant
temperature

Sample Storage Hot Spot Opens a dialog to set the sample
storage temperature

Tray Motion

Up/Down Hot Spot Toggles trays up and down

Vial Position Hot Spot Opens dialog to move a selected
vial to the end of the capillary

Load Button Brings all trays forward for loading

Home Button Returns all trays to their home
position

Optics

Detector Control Hot Spot Opens dialog appropriate for the
configured detector

Lamp/Laser Status Hot Spot Opens dialog allowing lamp or
laser(s) to be toggled on/off

Autozero Button Adjusts the detector output to zero

Power Controls

Voltage Button Opens dialog to initiate voltage
separation

Current Button Opens dialog to initiate current
separation

Power Button Opens dialog to initiate power
separation

Pressure Button Opens dialog to initiate pressure
separation; also used for capillary
rinsing

Other Controls

Inject Button Opens dialog to initiate injection of
sample into the capillary

Stop Button Stops all instrument operations

Capillary Information Hot Spot Opens a dialog to input capillary/
cartridge ID information (used for
display only)
Direct Control 4-3
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Table 2 Status Display

STATUS DISPLAY IN DIRECT CONTROL

Status Text Indicates current instrument
function and state

Time Remaining Text/Graphic Time remaining for current
instrument process

Tray Position Text/Graphic Indicates the vial or well at which the
capillary end is located

Cartridge Status Graphic Indicates if cartridge is installed

Cover Status Graphic Indicates if door is opened or closed

Cartridge Temp Text/Graphic/Hot Spot Current coolant temperature is
displayed

Storage Temp Text Current storage temperature is
displayed

Storage Status Graphic Indicates presence of trays in
storage unit

Lamp/Laser Status Graphic/Hot Spot Indicates Lamp/Laser(s) on or off

Voltage Text/Graphic/Button Indicates present, target, and
maximum voltage

Current Text/Graphic/Button Indicates present, target, and
maximum current

Power Text/Graphic/Button Indicates present, target, and
maximum power

Pressure Text/Graphic/Button Indicates present, target, and
maximum pressure

Pressure Type/Direction Graphic Indicates positive pressure or
vacuum, and capillary end to which
the pressure is applied

Polarity Graphic +/- indication of electrode potential

Detector signal Text Real time signal from installed
detector

Capillary Info Text/Hot Spot Displays the capillary ID information
4-4 Direct Control
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Exercise: Conditioning the Capillary
This exercise will use the Direct Control functions to condition a bare fused-silica
(BFS) capillary. This capillary will be used for additional exercises in this manual.

Materials needed:

• 75 micrometer I.D. capillary, 60 cm total length (50 cm to the detector)
installed in cartridge appropriate for detector type configured. See the
Installation and Maintenance Manual for instructions on building a new
cartridge or installing a capillary.

• Methanol (HPLC grade)
• 0.1N HCl in water
• Capillary Regenerator Solution A (1M Sodium Hydroxide P/N 338424)
• Run Buffer A (P/N 338426)
• Distilled or deionized water (HPLC grade)
• 2 mL vials and red caps
• 36 position buffer trays

Prepare one vial each of Methanol, HCl, Regenerator, and Water. Prepare two via
Run Buffer A. Prepare one empty vial. Vials should be filled to the shoulder as
indicated in the Installation and Maintenance Manual. All vials (including the emp
vial) must be capped. Place the vials in the buffer trays as indicated in Table 3.

Table 3 Vial Loading Positions

NOTE

This procedure is intended for bare fused-silica capillaries only. Internal
capillary coatings may be destroyed by this procedure.

SOLUTION Left (inlet) buffer tray Right (outlet) buffer tray

Methanol B1

0.1 N HCl C1

Regenerator Solution A D1

Water E1

Run Buffer A A1 A1

Empty vial B1
Direct Control 4-5
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Check that the capillary cartridge and buffer trays are properly installed (see the
Installation and Maintenance Manual). Close the doors. Note that the graphic in D
Control indicates the presence of the cartridge and the closed door. You should be
to hear the coolant circulating.

Click on the Pressure “hot spot” on the Direct Control screen. The dialog in Figure
will open.

Figure 19 Pressure Button dialog

This dialog is used to set up the conditions for a rinse or a pressure separation. It
the following options:

Pressure: Input the desired pressure in psi. The valid range for positive pressure is
to 100 psi; for vacuum is 0.1 to 5 psi.

Duration : Specifies how long the pressure will be applied.

Direction: Designates whether the flow of fluid will be Forward (from inlet to outlet
or left to right) or Reverse (from outlet to inlet or right to left).

Pressure Type: Specifies whether positive pressure or vacuum will be used. This
choice defines the valid pressure range.

Tray Positions: Specifies which vials or wells will be located at the capillary ends
during the operations. To select the positions, click the Trays button to open the
Tray Selection dialog (shown in Figure 20). Click on the appropriate positions to
select them. For this exercise, clickB1on the left tray and B1 on the right tray to selec
the Methanol and Empty vials. ClickOK to return to the Pressure Settings dialog bo
The tray positions area should now indicate Inlet:BI:B1 and Outlet:BO:B1.

Type 25 in the Pressure box and 1.0 in the Duration box. Pressure direction shou
Forward and Pressure Type should be Pressure. The dialog should now look like
one shown above in Figure 19.

Click OK. The trays will move to the designated positions and the rinse will begin
automatically. Observe the Direct Control screen during this process.

Perform additional rinse steps according to Table 4. It will only be necessary to cha
the parameters indicated.
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Figure 20 Tray Selection dialog

Table 4 Rinse Step Parameters

Solution Inlet (L)
Position

Outlet (R)
Position Pressure Time

Methanol B1 B1 25 1

Water E1 B1 25 0.5

0.1 N HCl C1 B1 20 2

Water E1 B1 20 0.5

Regenerator A D1 B1 20 2

Water E1 B1 20 0.5

Buffer A A1 B1 20 2
Direct Control 4-7
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At the end of these steps, the capillary has been regenerated and filled with run b
The next step is to test the electrical conductivity of the capillary. Click on the Volta
hot spot to open this dialog box:

Figure 21 Voltage Button dialog

This dialog is used to configure a voltage separation.

The parameters are:

Voltage: The voltage at which the separation will be run (0.1 to 30 kV)

Duration : The total time the voltage will be applied. (0.1 to 999.9 minutes)

Ramp Time: How long the power supply will take to reach the voltage (0.10 to 999
minutes). Ramp time cannot exceed the Duration time.

Voltage Max: The maximum voltage the system will be allowed to reach. This mus
be greater than or equal to the set voltage.

Current Max : Maximum current the system is allowed to reach. If this value is
reached at a voltage lower than the set voltage, the set voltage will not be achieve
Maximum allowed current is 300 µA.

Tray Positions: This is the same as previously described under Pressure.

With Pressure: Allows the simultaneous application of pressure and voltage. Whe
selected, additional parameters of pressure level and direction become available.
Maximum pressure is 100 psi. Pressure can be applied to the inlet (Forward), out
(Reverse), or both ends of the capillary.

With vacuum: Allows the simultaneous application of vacuum and voltage. When
selected, additional parameters of vacuum level and direction become available.
Maximum vacuum is 5 psi. Vacuum can be applied to the inlet (Forward), or outle
(Reverse), end of the capillary, but not both.
4-8 Direct Control
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External Adapter : This box must be selected when the external adapter accessor
in use. For additional information, see the Installation and Maintenance Manual.

Polarity : Determines the sign of the charge on the electrodes. The graphic will
indicate the selection.

For this exercise, use the Trays button and select A1 on the inlet side and A1 on t
outlet side. Both ends of the capillary will be in Run Buffer A. Set the other
parameters as follows:

Voltage: 30kV

Duration : 2 minutes

Ramp time: 0.5 minutes

Click OK. The trays will move to position the selected vials at the ends of the
capillary. The voltage will begin to ramp up to 30 kV. Observe the Direct Control
screen during this process, taking particular note of the Voltage, Current, and Pow
displays. The Current should reach between 27 and 33 mA when the Voltage is a
kV. At the end of two minutes the voltage will return to zero and the Status will retu
to idle.

This completes the Direct Control exercise. It may be helpful to experiment with th
other Direct Control functions before proceeding to the next section.
Direct Control 4-9
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Section 5-Method Editing

Creating a Method

Introduction

In the section on Direct Control the exercise on regenerating a capillary required u
input at each step of the process. Amethodcombines a series of steps into a logical
process. The steps in a method are executed automatically by the instrument. Th
section will describe the basic steps in creating an instrument method for data ana
There are many more features, such as data analysis and reporting, that can be
incorporated into a method. Some of these are covered later in this manual. For m
information, see Appendix 1.

To create or edit a method you must be in the Instrument Window. To open this
window, go to the 32 Karat main screen. Right click on the icon you created to
represent your instrument system and selectOpen Offline. The instrument window
will open after a few seconds. When the window opens, the Instrument Wizard wi
appear. It is possible to open the method editing dialogs by selectingCreate or Modify
a Methodfrom this dialog. For now, just clickOK to close the Instrument Wizard.

We will write a new method to run an instrument test sample. To begin, selectFile |
Method | New from the menu bar. The name of the method in the Instrument
Window title bar will change to “untitled.met.” To access the instrument control an
data acquisition sections of the method, selectMethod | Instrument Setup from
the menu bar. A window will open that contains three or four tabs (depending on y
detector type). Select the tab marked “Initial Conditions” to bring it to the front. Th
dialog in Figure 22 will appear. This dialog is used to set instrument parameters a
start of a method, before the separation process begins.

Initial Conditions Tab

In the previous section,Direct Control , the exercise on regenerating a capillary
required user input at each step of the process. This section shows how to combi
series of these steps into a logical process called aMethod. The steps in a method are
executed automatically by the instrument. This section will describe the basic step
creating an instrument method for data acquisition. There are many more feature
such as data analysis and reporting, that can be incorporated into a method. Som
these are covered later in this manual. For more information, see Appendix 3.

In this exercise you will write a method to run an instrument test mixture. To write
new method, selectFile | Method | New from the menu bar.

To access the instrument control and data acquisition parts of the method, select
Method | Instrument Setup from the menu bar. A window will open that contains
Method Editing 5-1
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three or four tabs, depending on the detector configuration. Select the tab marked
Initial Conditions.The dialog in Figure 22 will appear.

Auxiliary data channels

The 32 Karat Software gives you the option to collect any one or all instrument
parameters: voltage, current, power, and/or pressure. Select the channels you wi
record by clicking the appropriate box(es).

The max kV and max µA boxes are used to set the allowable limits for these
parameters. Voltage and current are interrelated by the expression V=IR. The sys
will limit both parameters whenever one limit is reached. For example: assume a
voltage set at 30kV and a current limit set at 10 µA. With some buffer systems, a
voltage of 12 kV will generate a current of 10 µA. In this case the voltage will not
exceed 12 kV, as the current limit will be the determining factor.

Mobility channels

This topic is covered later in this manual.

Temperature

Sets the initial temperature of the cartridge coolant and the sample storage unit, i
installed. These settings can be changed by the time program.

Figure 22 Instrument Setup dialog - Initial Conditions tab
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Peak detect parameters

These parameters are used to trigger specific events such as fraction collection. T
are not used in peak integration or data analysis; peak integration is discussed la
this manual.

Trigger settings

The P/ACE MDQ can be forced to wait until certain conditions are met before
beginning a run. These are selected by clicking the appropriate box. If “Wait for
external trigger” is selected, the MDQ becomes a slave device, and will not start u
an external signal is received. The two “Wait for temperature” options assure that
system has reached the correct operating temperature before beginning a run. Th
options delay only the start of the time program. Parameters set in initial condition
will occur without a wait.

Inlet and Outlet trays

The types of trays that will be used when a method is run must be specified here.
When the method is run, this information will be compared to the tray types that a
configured in the instrument. If there is a tray type mismatch, the method will not r

Detector Initial Conditions

For this exercise, set conditions in the Initial Conditions tab to match Figure 22.
Method Editing 5-3
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UV Detector Initial Conditions

Click on the UV Detector Initial Conditions tab.

Electropherogram channel

The Acquisition enabled box must be selected in order for data to be collected an
saved.

The Wavelength box allows the selection of one of the filters installed in the filter
wheel. The available selections will be those set up during instrument configuratio

NOTE

The next tab will be used to set up the initial conditions for the detector.
Select the option below that corresponds to the detector type in your
instrument.

Figure 23 Instrument Setup dialog - UV Detector Initial
Conditions tab
5-4 Method Editing
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23.
Data rate is selectable from 0.5 to 32 Hz (data points per second). Narrow peaks
require a higher data rate. Data rate interacts with the Peak width parameter, set
Filter settings in this dialog box.

Filter

This filter refers to an algorithm for filtering the collected data, and does not refer
the wavelength filters. Data filtering is necessary to remove extraneous noise that
might interfere with data analysis. Filter setting requires two steps. The selection
the filter type (High Sensitivity, Normal, or High Resolution) and the setting of the
Peak width. High Sensitivity increases signal to noise at the expense of resolution
High Resolution increases resolution at the expense of signal to noise. Normal is
compromise setting that is suitable for most analyses. The filtering algorithm is m
efficient if it has information about the number of data points that make up a peak.
optimum number of points is from 16-25. There are also options for “less than 16”
“more than 25” data points per peak. The Data rate setting in the Electropherogra
channel dialog can be adjusted so that a typical peak has from 16-25 data points.
other Peak width settings should be used only if changing the Data rate is not
desirable.

Relay 1 and Relay 2

The two relays incorporated into the P/ACE MDQ can be used to control or signa
other devices. This dialog allows you to set the state of the relays at the start of th
method to “Off” (open) or “On” (closed). These relays may also be controlled from
time program. See the Installation and Maintenance Manual for more information
using the relays.

Absorbance Signal

This parameter has two options, Direct and Indirect. Direct is used when the anal
have higher UV absorbance than does the background electrolyte. In this case, up
deflecting peaks are produced when analytes pass through the detector window.
some modes of CE, the background electrolyte has a higher absorbance than the
analytes. In this type of separation, the passage of analytes creates negative pea
(valleys) in the electropherogram. By selecting Indirect, the entire electropherogra
inverted, so that these negative peaks appear as positive peaks.

For this exercise, set up the UV Detector Initial Conditions dialog to match Figure

NOTE

Peak width here is not the same as Peak Width in data integration.
Method Editing 5-5
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PDA Detector Initial Conditions

Electropherogram Scan Data

This dialog controls the parameters for the collection of 3D data. The Acquisition
enabled box must be selected in order for data to be collected and saved. Data ra
selectable from 0.5 to 32 Hz (data points per second). Narrow peaks require a hig
data rate. Data rate interacts with the Peak width parameter in Filter settings (bel
Scan data collected at high data rates can result in very large data files. Scan ran
species the wavelength range over which data will be acquired (limit 190-600 nm

Filter

See the UV Detector Initial Conditions section for information on this topic.

Relay 1 and Relay 2

See the UV Detector Initial Conditions section for information on this topic.

Reference Channel

See the sources in Appendix 1 for information on this feature.

Absorbance Signal

See the UV Detector Initial Conditions section for information on this topic.

Figure 24 Instrument Setup dialog - PDA Detector Initial
Conditions tab
5-6 Method Editing
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Electropherogram Channel Data

Up to three independent data channels can be collected simultaneously with the
data. For each channel the following must be input:

Acquisition enabled: Check this box to enable the collection of data in this channe

Reference channel:See the sources in Appendix 1 for information on this feature.

Wavelength: This parameter specifies the central wavelength for the data channe

Bandwidth: This parameter specifies the width, in nanometers, of the data collect
channel. Larger values will give higher signal to noise ratios than will low values. L
values will be more specific for molecular structure than will higher values.

Peak detect:See the sources in Appendix 1 for information on this feature.

For this exercise, setup the PDA Detector Initial Conditions to match Figure 24.

Multi-Egram

This tab allows for the collection of additional data channels which are extracted f
the 3D data file. See the sources in Appendix 1 for information on this feature. It w
not be used in this exercise. The Multi-Egram tab is only present when a PDA dete
is installed.

Figure 25 Instrument Setup dialog - Multi-Egram tab
Method Editing 5-7
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LIF Detector Initial Conditions

Electropherogram Channel 1 and 2

The LIF Detector is available in one and two channel versions. The programming
these channels is identical. In this exercise we will use only one channel. If your
system is configured with non-Beckman Coulter, Inc. lasers, the test mixture used
this exercise may not perform as described.

Acquisition enabled is checked to enable the collection of data in this channel.

Dynamic rangespecifies the upper limit of the signal range. Higher values allow fo
the collection or larger peaks without truncation, but at the cost of sensitivity. Low
values give greater sensitivity, but large peaks may be truncated. This value shou
slightly larger than the largest peak expected.

Figure 26 Instrument Setup dialog - LIF Detector Initial
Conditions tab
5-8 Method Editing
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Select Direct when separating fluorescence samples (peaks) in a non-fluorescen
electrolyte background electrolyte. If a fluorescent background electrolyte is used
non-fluorescent samples may be detected. Selecting Indirect in this case will inver
signal so that negative peaks appear as positive peaks.

Data Rate

Specifies the rate at which data will be acquired. Both LIF data channels will have
same data rate. They cannot be specified separately.

Relay 1 and 2

See the UV Detector Initial Conditions section for information on this topic.

For this exercise, setup the LIF Detector Initial Conditions to match Figure 26.
Method Editing 5-9
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The Time Program window is arranged like a spreadsheet. An event is entered in
each line. Events will be executed in order, top to bottom. Each line in the window
contains these columns:

Time: the point after time zero at which the event will occur.

Event: the action that will occur (see below).

Value: this will vary depending on the action selected.

Duration: time the event will last.

Inlet and Outlet Vial: where the capillary ends will be during the event.

Summary: a system generated description of the event.

Comments:a user generated annotation of the event.

Time is not a required event. Events that have no time associated with them will be
in the listed order, top to bottom, and each will be finished before the next event
begins. Timed events must be grouped together; a group of timed events cannot
interrupted by an untimed event. Untimed events can only occur before a group o
timed events. Some events do not have a time option, others can be timed or unti
Data acquisition begins with the first timed event (time 0.00); it ends when the met
ends or when a STOP DATA event is reached.

Figure 27 Instrument Setup dialog - Time Program tab
5-10 Method Editing
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To program a line, click in the EVENT box. Clicking on opens a menu of even
Selecting an event will open a dialog box for that event.

The following will describe only those events that are used in this exercise. For
information on the other event types, see the resources in Appendix 1.

Figure 28 Time Program Event List

UV & PDA LIF
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Separate

The separate dialog is used to control the conditions under which the separation
process takes place. Every method must have at least one separation step. The s
time = 0.00 is usually a separation.

It has the following parameters:

Separation Type:Electrically driven separations can be done at controlled Voltage
Current, or Power. When one of these is selected, the other two will float to a valu
determined by the resistance of the capillary contents. Voltage and Current canno
exceed the limits sets in the Initial Conditions window. Separations can also be
programmed to use pressure or vacuum to move the fluid in bulk through the capil
Voltage, Current, or Power can be combined with Pressure or Vacuum so that two
processes are at work simultaneously.

Polarity determines the direction of the current. The charge on the electrodes is
indicated by the graphic in this dialog.

Valuesallows for input of the set points for the Separation Type parameters. The
available options will change depending on the Separation Type selected. Ramp
is only valid for electrical separations. It determines how long it will take for the
Voltage, Current or Power to change from the present to the programmed level.

Tray Positions can be selected graphically by clicking on the Trays button. The typ
of trays shown are determined by the settings in the Initial Conditions dialog. Whe
method is used in a Sequence Table it may be desirable to change the vial positio
after a specified number of runs. The inlet, outlet, or both positions can be increme

Figure 29 Separate dialog
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runs between changes.

Pressure Directionspecifies whether pressure or vacuum will be applied to the inl
or outlet end of the capillary. Pressure (but not vacuum) can also be applied to bo
ends of the capillary at the same time.

At Time specifies that this will be a timed event at the time specified. Separation i
usually a timed event.

External Adapter changes the way the instrument manages the power supply. Se
this boxonly if the External Adapter accessory is in use. See the Installation and
Maintenance Manual for more information.

Figure 30 Tray Selection dialog
Method Editing 5-13
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The rinse event is used to clean the capillary and to load fresh buffer or other
separation media.

It has the following parameters:

Pressure Typeselects the mechanism to be used to move fluid through the capilla

Tray Positions functions exactly as described in the Separation event.

Valuesspecifies the magnitude of pressure to be delivered, and for how long.

Pressure Directionspecifies whether pressure will be applied to the inlet or the out
end of the capillary.

At Time functions exactly as described in the Separation event.

Figure 31 Rinse dialog
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The inject event is used to deliver a precisely measured amount of sample into th
capillary. This step is always untimed, and usually precedes the first separation s

It has the following parameters:

Injection Type: Sample can be delivered to the capillary by positive pressure, vacu
or by the application of voltage (electrokinetic injection).

Polarity specifies the charge on the electrodes during a voltage injection.

Pressure Directionspecifies whether pressure or vacuum will be applied to the inl
or the outlet end of the capillary.

Valuesspecifies the magnitude of the pressure, vacuum, or voltage, and how long
will be applied. Higher values will inject more sample.

Tray Positions functions exactly as described in the Separation event.

Sequence Table:When a method is used in a Sequence Table, certain parameters
the inject event can be overridden by values input in the Sequence. This paramet
determines whether the method Inject event or the Sequence Table has priority.

Multiple injection events are allowed. If multiple injections are used, only the first
injection event may be overridden in the sequence table or incremented

Figure 32 Inject dialog
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This event causes the detector output to be reset to zero. It may be timed or untim

Stop Data

Data collection starts at time = 0.00. Data collection will continue until the end of t
method unless a STOP DATA event is encountered. This event can be used to av
data collection during steps such as post-run capillary cleaning. STOP DATA is alw
a timed event.

End

End is an optional event. The method will not continue beyond an end event. It is
always a timed event.

Figure 33 Autozero dialog

Figure 34 Stop Data dialog

Figure 35 End dialog
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In the next part of this exercise we will create a time program to go with the initial
conditions previously entered. The example method will do the following:

• Perform a mini-regeneration on the capillary
• Fill the capillary with buffer
• Inject test mix
• Separate the test mix
• Perform a post-run rinse

This method will use a vial tray setup similar to that used in the section on Direct
Control. The vial positions are specified in the Table 5.

Table 5

Click on the Time Program tab to begin. The tab opens with a blank spreadsheet. C
in the Event box and select the arrow, . From the drop down menu select Rins
Click on the Trays button. Select D1 on the Inlet (left) side and B1 on the Outlet (rig
side. Before clickingOK, right click on one of the buffer positions you just selected.
dialog box will open that allows you to identify the contents of that position. Insert
appropriate comments from the table above. Repeat for the other vials. When do
click OK to return to the Rinse window. For this step, accept the default values for
other parameters. ClickOK to return to the Time Program spreadsheet. The key
parameters have been entered into the table automatically. This rinse is an untim
step, so there is no value in the Time window.

In the blank line at the bottom of the table, click in Event column again and select
another rinse event. This time, program a rinse with water from position BI:E1 to
position BO:B1. Change the rinse time to 0.5 minutes. This event will be added to
table whenOK is clicked in the dialog box.

Click in Event column again, and add a step to fill the capillary with buffer rinse fro
position BI:A1 to BO:B1. This time, use 25 psi for 1 minute. ClickOK when done.

Click in the Event column in the bottom row again. Select Inject as the event type
Select the Trays button, and program the injection from position BI:C1 to BO:A1.
Click OK. Input 0.4 psi as the pressure and 3 seconds as the time. ClickOK.

At this point in the method we are ready to separate the components in the test m
Select a new Event box, and choose Separate as the event type. Use the Trays bu
select positions BI:A2 and BO:A1. ClickOK. Select a Voltage separation. Set the

Solution Left (inlet) buffer tray Right (outlet) buffer tray

Test Mix C1

Regenerator Solution A D1

Water E1

Run Buffer A A1, A2 A1

Empty vial B1
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voltage to 30 kV, ramp time to 0.2 minutes, and duration to 6 minutes. This will be
timed step, so the At time button must be checked. Set the time to 0.00 minutes. C
OK to put this event into the table.

We will be using a final rinse in this method, so we need to insert a Stop Data eve
Select the new Event box and choose Stop Data as the event type. Enter a value o
minutes to force data collection to stop at the end of the separation step.

Our last step will be a rinse with water from the water vial (EI) to the empty vial (B
Program this rinse for 1 minute at 20 psi. Select At Time and use a value of 6.00
minutes.

It is a good practice to Autozero the detector some time after the run starts. In the
event box select Autozero. Select At Time and input a value of 1.00. When this ite
entered into the Time Program spreadsheet, it will automatically move to the corr
time sequence.

At this point your spreadsheet should look like that in Figure 36.

The method can still be edited at this point. Items in the Time, Value, Duration, Inl
and Outlet columns can be edited by clicking on the existing value and typing in a
value. Alternatively, clicking on the name of any existing event will open the drop
down menu of event types. Select Current Event to re-open the event dialog, or se
new event to change the event type.

It is very important toSAVE YOUR METHOD . SelectFILE | METHOD | SAVE
AS from the menu bar. Give the method a name which will be meaningful. For
example:

My Test Method of 5-16-2000

Click Save. The default path at installation is:

d:\32Karat\Projects\Default\Methods .

Your system administrator may have assigned you to a different default path.

Figure 36 Instrument Setup - Time Program
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The method is now ready to run.

In the next section you will run the method you just created. For now, practice writ
and editing methods to explore the various parameters and how they interact. Th
resources in Appendix 1 describe the events and parameters not covered here.
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Section 6-Running the System

Single Run
In the last section you created an instrument method. In this exercise you will run
method in Single Run mode. In this mode, the method must be manually started b
user prior to every run. Single mode is useful in method development, where the
results of one run will suggests modifications to the method or other procedures. In
second part of this section you will create a Sequence to do multiple runs.

You must be “online” to run samples and acquire data. If you are not online,
“(offline)” will appear in the title bar of the instrument window. Close any offline
windows before proceeding. From the main 32 Karat Software screen, double clic
an instrument icon to go “online”.

Materials needed:

Cartridge prepared in Direct Control exercise (75 micrometer id capillary, 60 c
total length (50 cm to the detector) installed in cartridge appropriate for
detector type configured. (See the Installation and Maintenance Manual fo
instructions on building a new cartridge or installing a capillary.)

Capillary Regenerator Solution A (1M Sodium Hydroxide P/N 338424)
Run Buffer A (P/N 338426)
Distilled or deionized water (HPLC grade)
2 mL vials and red caps
36 position buffer trays
For UV or PDA Detection: Test Mix B (P/N 501333)
For LIF detection using a 488 nm argon-ion laser:

LIF Detector Test Mix (P/N 477615)
For LIF detection using a 635 nm diode laser:

LIF Detector Test Mix (P/N 726022)

NOTE

The detector lamp or lasers must be ON prior to starting a method. The statu
of the lamp or lasers is available from Direct Control. The UV lamp may be
started there. Lasers may be started from Direct Control if the power switch
on the laser module is already ON and all safety interlocks are closed.
Running the System 6-1
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Load the trays as follows:

Table 6

Install the loaded trays and the capillary cartridge into the instrument as describe
the Installation and Maintenance Manual. If the instrument software window is no
already open, open it as described in the sectionStarting the Software.

Left (inlet) buffer tray Right (outlet) buffer tray

Test Mix* B1

Regenerator Solution A D1

Water E1

Run Buffer A A1, A2 A1

Empty vial B1

* P/N 501333 for the UV or PDA Detector
P/N 477615 for an LIF Detector with a 488 nm laser
P/N 726022 for an LIF Detector with a 635 nm laser
6-2 Running the System
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SelectControl | Single Run from the menu bar or click on the Single Run icon
to open the Single Run dialog shown below.

You must provide at least a: Sample ID, Method, and Data File. The Data File will
stored in the directory identified in the Data Path. Sample ID can be any text string
identifies your sample. This ID will appear on all subsequent reports. The method
can be selected by clicking on the Open icon and navigating to the desired method
this exercise, select the method you created in the Method Editing section.

Data path is selected in the same way as the selection of a method. In this case, y
selecting a directory rather than a file. The data file is most easily entered by typin
unique name in the box. The file name must be a name that does not already exis
the data directory; if the name already exists, the run will not start.

The remaining items on this screen are not required to run a method. For informa
on those features, see the resources in Appendix 1.

Figure 37 Single Run Acquisition dialog
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When ready to begin, press Start. The system will examine the method to verify th
is appropriate for the instrument configuration. The method is then downloaded to
P/ACE MDQ. The instrument will first perform a brief start-up check, and then will
execute the method. This is a good opportunity to become familiar with how the
instrument operates. Knowledge of normal operations is essential when things go
wrong. There is a possibility that your first run may not perform as expected. If err
messages appear, or the data does not look like the example shown here, check
following.

• Are the vials correctly filled with the proper fluid?
• Are the vials in the positions specified by the method?
• Was the correct method selected?
• Was the method written for the current instrument configuration (e.g., a P

method cannot run on a UV or LIF system)?
• Is the method correct (compare to Section 5)?
• Do the tray types in the method Initial Conditions match the tray types

configured for the instrument?

This method will be used for additional exercises. Please do not continue to the n
section until you have achieved a successful single run.
6-4 Running the System
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Programming a Sequence
A Sequence is a list of methods and data files that will be used to run a batch of
samples without user intervention. Sequences can be used to acquire data (run th
instrument) or to batch reprocess existing data files. In this exercise, you will crea
Sequence to acquire data from multiple runs of the test mix method. Later in this
manual you will use a sequence to perform batch reprocessing of data. You must
“Online” for this exercise.

To create a new sequence, selectFile | Sequence | New from the Instrument
window. This will open the Sequence Wizard dialog shown here. The Wizard cons
of 5 screens. Not all of them will be used for every sequence, and not every featu
each screen will be used in this exercise. For information on features not covered
see the resources in Appendix 1.

The first screen requires that you select a method. Click on the icon and navig
to the method file created in the last section. Under Data File Type select For
Acquisition. Amount Values will not be used in this exercise. Click Next when read

Figure 38 Sequence Wizard - Method dialog
Running the System 6-5
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This screen is used to create the Sample ID and Data File ID. Type a text string in
Sample ID box. The blue arrow to the right of the text box opens the following me

Selecting an item from this menu will cause a symbol to be inserted into the Sam
ID filed. In the example shown, Line Number was selected. This parameter will be

Figure 39 Sequence Wizard - Unknowns dialog

Figure 40 Sample ID text options menu
6-6 Running the System
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automatically incorporated into the Sample ID when the sequence is run. You ma
select any combination of these items.

Data Path specifies the directory where the data files will be stored. Select this by
clicking on the icon and navigating to the desired folder.

Type a text string into the Data File box. The blue arrow to the right of the text box
opens this menu:

As described above for the Sample ID, this menu is used to insert codes that will
automatically inserted into the filename when the sequence is run. In this exampl
Date and Time has been selected. (The Open File choice is used to reprocess ex
data files, not for data acquisition).

Number of Unknown Runs in Sequencewill determine how many lines there are in
the Sequence Table. For this exercise, input3.

Repetitions per Runwill determine how many times each line in the Sequence Tab
will be run. An identifier will automatically be added to the file name for each
repetition when this option is used. For this example, input1. Click Next when ready.

Figure 41 Data File text options menu
Running the System 6-7
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If the method being used allows vial position override (see the Method exercise),
desired starting position can be input here. If override is not allowed or if
auto-incrementing has been set, any input here is ignored. A set of calibration vials
also be identified in this window. See the resources in Appendix 1 for more
information on calibrating through the Sequence Table.

Figure 42 Sequence Wizard - Vials dialog
6-8 Running the System
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In this example we will not be doing calibration. Calibration is covered in the
resources listed in Appendix 1. Input 0 in the Number of calibration levels box, an
click Next to continue.

Figure 43 Sequence Wizard - Calibration dialog
Running the System 6-9
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This screen allows you to have reports generated automatically at the end of the
sequence run. We will not generate a report in this exercise. All the other choices
should be blank. Click Finish. A window similar to this one will appear.

This screen contains many more columns than can be displayed at one time. Mo
this information can be edited. Scroll left and right to review the entire screen. No
of the columns will be used in this exercise. The important ones are described be

Figure 44 Sequence Wizard - Reports dialog

Figure 45 Sequence Table
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Run Type - Because we selected to have a Summary Report generated, all of the
are of the Summary type. Begin and End marks the limits of the runs to be include
the report.

Repstells the system how many times to run the line. Click in the Reps box for the
second line and change the Reps to2. Line two will now execute twice, giving a total
of four runs in this three line sequence.

Scroll to the right until the window resembles the one shown here.

Sample ID is based on the Sample ID text you entered in the Wizard. The line num
has been added to the Sample ID you input. Click in the Sample ID box for Run #
and change it to readTest Mix 002 Twice .

Method shows the method you entered in the Sequence Wizard. To change the
method, click in the Method box and click on the green icon. (For this exercise, do
change the method.)

Filename is based on the File Name Text you entered in the Sequence Wizard. Th
filename still shows the Date and Time symbol <D>, because date and time are
unknown until the sequence is run.

When you are finished editing the table, selectFile | Sequence | Save As from the
menu bar. Use a Sequence name that has significance to you, for example:

Test Sequence 5-16-2000 .

Running the Sequence

You will now run the sequence. The instrument must be prepared for operation as
described under Single Run Mode earlier in this section. Verify through Direct Con
that the instrument UV lamp or laser is turned on. The test sample and buffer vial
must be loaded and installed. You must be “online” before proceeding.

Figure 46 Sequence Table (cont’d)
Running the System 6-11
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Click the double green arrow icon from the Instrument window toolbar. This ic
will not be available if you are in Offline mode.) The dialog shown here will be
displayed:

Click on the Open icon and select the sequence you just created. The seque
name will appear in the text box.

Run Rangeallows you to run only part of the Sequence. For this exercise select A

Printing allows the system to automatically print reports when they are ready. If y
do not have a printer connected, leave this box unchecked.

When complete, the dialog should look like the one shown in Figure 47, but with y
sequence name in place of the one shown. Verify that the instrument is loaded an
ready to run, then Click Start.

The software will validate that the methods in the sequence are appropriate for th
current instrument configuration. If any problems are detected, a message will be
displayed and the sequence will not be run. Correct any problems noted and resta
sequence.

After a successful sequence validation, the method in the first line will be downloa
to the P/ACE MDQ and the run will begin. Observe the operation of the instrumen

Figure 47 Run Sequence dialog
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a guide to future operations and troubleshooting. You may open the Direct Contro
window during data acquisition to view real-time information on instrument status
During the run, the data will be displayed in real-time in the instrument windows. O
window will show the Absorbance (or Fluorescence) signal, and a second window
show the Current signal, as those channels were selected in the method. If your a
using a PDA detector, a third window will display a contour plot of the absorbance
signal.

At the end of each run, the method for the next run will be downloaded afresh bef
the new run begins. This feature allows you to make changes to a method while a
sequence is processing. The version of the method that is current at download (la
saved) is the version that will run. You may also edit the Sequence Table during
processing. Existing lines that have not been started may be edited or deleted, an
additional lines may be added to the table. (Lines that have already completed or
currently executing can not be edited).

When the sequence is complete, you will have acquired data from four runs. The
replicate runs from line two will have file names to which “rep 1” and “rep 2” have
been added.

It will be helpful to experiment with the Sequence Table before proceeding to the n
section. Make changes, process the sequence, and observe the effects. You may
to combine these experiments with the writing of new methods. A series of differe
methods can be entered into the Sequence Table. When processed, the results w
demonstrate the effects of changes in parameters. For example, you might create
series of methods at different separation temperatures (e.g., 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, a
30°C) to examine the effect of that parameter on your separation. Another series
experiments might examine the effects of changing the volume injected. If your
method allows override, this can be done with a single method by editing the Sam
Inject Duration column in the Sequence Table.
Running the System 6-13
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Section 7-Integration

Description
An electropherogram is a graphical depiction of the passage of molecules throug
detector window. The area under the peak is directly related to the amount of the
analyte present in the sample. The process of determining this area is known as
Integration. In practice, integration includes steps that determine the points at wh
peaks start and stop, and the shape and position of the baseline. If sample compo
are not fully separated from one another (resolved), it is also necessary to estima
where to divide the area of the two peaks. A very simple data set is shown in the fig
below.

Figure 48 Typical data set

In this example, there are four components. Two are well resolved from the others
Two other components are only partially resolved. The four components differ in p
area. This may indicate that they are present at different levels, that they produce
different responses in the detector, or both. Quantitation will be covered in the ne
section. This exercise will focus on peak detection and baseline construction.

901023L.AI
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Integrating Data
There are two required parameters for peak integration: width and threshold. Mor
complex separations will require the use of more parameters. The test mix separa
used in the previous exercises yield very simple electropherograms. In this exercis
will use examples that are installed with the software. The principles of integration
the same regardless of detector type. Configure a UV instrument for offline analys

From the Instrument window selectFile | Method | New . Close the instrument setup
window when it appears, as it will not be needed for this exercise.

From the Instrument window, selectFile | Data | Open . Navigate to yourcopyof the
Data Samples folder and select the file named Data Sample 1.dat. The data will o
in the Instrument window. Click the electropherogram window to select it, then typ
Ctrl-Z to zoom the data to maximum size. Only Channel A data will be used.

NOTE

Review the instructions in the Preface on page ii before using the sample
files. Work from a copy of the data files and not the originals.
7-2 Integration
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Auxiliary data (current, voltage, power, pressure) can not be integrated. Right clic
the electropherogram and selectAnnotations . The following dialog will appear:

Figure 49 Trace Annotations dialog
Integration 7-3
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This dialog allows the selection of items that will be displayed in the electropherog
window. Select the desired items (Peak#, Area, and Migration Time) by clicking th
item in the left box, then using the green arrow to move the item to the right box.
Verify that Baseline and Show undetected peaks are selected (checked). When th
dialog looks like the one above, click OK. (Some items may not appear on the
electropherogram display until the data is integrated.)

From the Method menu select Integration Events. This will open the Integration
Events spreadsheet. There are two items in this table by default: Width = 0.2 and
Threshold = 50. Every Integration Table must contain at least one Width and one
Threshold value.

To initially integrate the data, use only the default parameters. Select
Analysis | Analyze from the menu bar, or click on the Analyze icon on the
button bar. The integration process takes a few seconds; larger data files, and files
more peaks, will take more time to process. During integration the Analyze button
turn into a “Stop” button. Clicking the Stop button will abort the analysis.

When integration is complete, approximately 26 peaks will appear. Above or belo
each peak the peak number, area, and migration time will be displayed. The defa
parameters will have identified major peaks, but also captured a number of basel
artifacts that are not of interest. (To zoom in on the baseline to view integration res
in detail, you can use the mouse to “rubber box” the display. Click and hold anywh
in the image. Drag the mouse to highlight the desired area. When the mouse butt
released, the selected area will fill the window. UseCtrl-Z to zoom out.) Examining
the area between 3.0 and 3.4 minutes will demonstrate that even negative peaks
(valleys) are being detected.

Optimizing Integration
By selectingWindow | Tile Horizontally the electropherogram and the Integratio
events table can be displayed together. Resize the windows as desired by clickin
dragging a window's edge with the mouse. Click in the electropherogram window
then useCtrl-Z to zoom out, if necessary. Click in the Value column of the
Threshold event in the Integration Events Table. Enter the number 100. Analyze t
data again. This time there should be about 10 peaks visible. Close examination
reveal that these are most likely real peaks, and not baseline artifacts, although so
them are quite small. Examine the area between 14 and 15 minutes, for example

Threshold determines how high a peak must rise above the background noise be
is recognized as a peak by the integration software. Increasing the value of Thres
removes background artifacts. If taken to extremes, it can also remove real data.
the Threshold value to 1000 and analyze the data again. You should observe tha
minor peaks are no longer integrated, and the baseline below the large peaks has
shifted dramatically.

Before examining the effects of the Width setting, restore the Threshold value to 1
Click Analyze again. Zoom in on the base of the major peaks. Change the Width v
to 0.1 and Analyze. The tail of the second major peak should now be split off as a
7-4 Integration
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separate area. Change the Width to 0.5 and analyze. The tail is again cut off, but
different place that it was with the smaller value for the window.

The question will inevitably arise, which is the correct integration? The answer is,
depends. You, the analyst, must use your knowledge and judgement to determine
correctness of the integration results. In this example, the peak tailing is a separa
artifact, and the area of the tails should be included in the area of the peak. To ob
this result, with THIS data file, a Width of 0.2 and a Threshold of 100 seem to be
appropriate.

Integration Parameters

There are many other integration parameters besides the required Width and Thre
that can be used to generate an integration result that properly reflects the compo
of the sample. These are discussed at length in the resources listed in Appendix
the next part of this exercise, we will use some of these additional parameters to a
the integration of a somewhat more complex data file.

To begin, return the Width value to 0.2 and the Threshold value to 50 (the default
values). Open the data file Data Sample 2.dat. UseCtrl-Z , if necessary, to view the
full file. This data file differs from the previous example in several ways. There are
multiple major peaks, distributed throughout the run. There is a long stretch, from
about 12 to 21 minutes, where there are many features that may be peaks, or ma
artifacts. Close examination of the peak between 24 and 25 minutes will reveal th
is, in fact, at least three separate peaks that are not fully resolved. The major peak
also taller and wider than the peaks in the previous example.

After examining this file, zoom out (Ctrl-Z ), and analyze with the default Width and
Threshold values. A large number of peaks will be identified. The big peak at the
of the run is not included. The analysis appears to end at around 28 minutes. Zoo
on the area around 27 to 28 minutes. Many peaks which appear to be quite small
been identified and the last peak is number 150. There is a limit of 150 peaks built
the software, which accounts for the end of the data being ignored.

Not all 150 components are of interest. Some parameters need to be changed to r
the number that are identified. In this part of the exercise, graphical programming
be performed to build the integration table.

Width

Zoom out to full size, then zoom in on the first major peak (around 9.5 minutes). T
peak is nearly 0.5 minutes wide at the base, and it is significantly wider than the
surrounding smaller peaks. Right click on the electropherogram and selectGraphical
Programming . A new menu of integration parameters will appear. Select Width.
message will appear in the Status bar at the bottom of the instrument window wh
states “Click on the start of the Peak”. Place the mouse pointer at a point near the
edge of the major peak along the baseline and click. You will be prompted to click
the End of the peak. After the Start and End of the peak have been entered, the
Integration 7-5
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following dialog box will appear. Your values may differ slightly from those shown,
depending on exactly where you clicked.

Figure 50 Determining Width of Peak

There are several options available in this dialog. Start and Stop times refer to the
points where you clicked. For the Width parameter, the value is the difference in th
two time points (the width of the peak). There is an option to add this parameter to
Integration Events table or to the Manual Integration Fixes table. These two choic
differ in one critical way. Items added into the Integration Events table become pa
the method; they will affect any data file that is integrated with that method. The
Manual Integration Fixes table becomes part of the data file; items here will affect
integration of only the single data file to which they are attached. In this exercise,
will work only with the Integration Events table. Manual fixes are discussed in the
resources in Appendix 1.

The Add to Table option will add the event into the Integration Events table. Analy
Now will add the event to the table, but it will also cause the integration to be redo
with the new parameter in place. For now, click Add to Table.

The new Width item will now be visible in the Integration Events table. This item w
only be in effect for the interval between the Start Time and Stop Time. We would
this event to be in effect for the entire data set. To have a parameter active over th
entire run, set both Start Time and Stop time = 0. Change the Start and Stop time
the new width value to = 0. For purposes of consistency with this manual, change
Value of the new Width event to 0.5 (your value should already be very close to th
point.)
7-6 Integration
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Now we have a problem. There are two Width statements with different values, bot
which are declared for the entire run. We could delete the old Width statement, bu
software offers an easier alternative. At the left of each line is a box with a red
check-mark. Click on the red mark on line one to de-select it. This line will be igno
as long as it is unchecked. Your Integration Events Table should look like this one

Figure 51 Integration Events Table

Threshold

Zoom out and click Analyze. You will see a small change in the integration.
Obviously, changing the Width alone is not sufficient to integrate this data set. We
still finding too many of the very small peaks that are of no interest. Right click on
electropherogram, selectGraphical Programming , and thenThreshold .
Following the prompts in the status bar, click near the start of the electropherogra
(time 0.0), and at around 8.0 minutes. When the dialog box appears, click Analyz
Now. The new threshold value, which should be around 850, will have removed m
of the small peaks in the 0-8 minute time range. The new threshold value will also
have been added to the Integration Events table. As with the Width parameter, ch
the start and stop times of the new Threshold event to 0, and deselect the old Thre
parameter. Again for consistency, adjust the new Threshold value to exactly 850.
Analyze the sample.

You will observe that the change in threshold has had dramatic effects. Almost all
the small peaks have dropped out of the integration results. The peaks near the e
the electropherogram have been found. But we now have a problem with the clust
peaks between 24 and 26 minutes. Zoom into this area, and observe that the bas
starts about halfway up the start of the peak. This demonstrates the fact that glob
parameters do not always work for every peak in the data set. We need to add ne
lines that affect only the region of the clustered peak.
Integration 7-7
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Integrating a Peak Cluster

Recall that with the original Width and Threshold values (0.2 and 50, respectively)
cluster was integrated nicely. Perhaps one or both of those values, applied to the r
around the cluster, will achieve the desired results. While still zoomed in, select W
from the Graphical Programming menu. As prompted, click at about 24 and 25
minutes. In this case, we are using the graphical function here to define Start and
times rather than to define Width. In the dialog box that appears, change the Valu
0.2. Click Analyze Now. The cluster should appear similar to the one shown here:

Figure 52 Well integrated peak cluster

This cluster is well integrated. Even the shoulder on the leading edge of the cluste
been detected. UseCtrl-Z to zoom out. There are now two Width values in the
Integration Events Table. One is global, the other (the new one) is only in effect o
the time range specified in the event.

Integration Off

This integration is nearly done, but there is still a problem at the end of the
electropherogram. At the end of the run is a baseline shift that is being recognized
peak. Zoom into the area from about 34 minutes to the end of the run. We can see
there is really nothing of interest beyond the peak at 35.2 minutes.
7-8 Integration
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To turn off integration, select Integration Off from the Graphical Programming me
(while still zoomed in). Click at about 35.8 minutes and at the end of the
electropherogram, then click Analyze Now. The peaks in the specified area will
disappear from the integration results, and the Integration Off item will be added to
table. Like the Width value we used to resolve the peak cluster, the Integration Of
function is only active over a specific period of time. All of the integration functions
except for Shoulder Sensitivity can be used globally or locally. For example, you co
use another Integration Off event from Start Time=10 to Stop Time=20 to eliminat
the remaining small peaks. For now, the integration appears to be acceptable. Th
Integration Events table should resemble the one below. The Start and Stop times
differ slightly, depending on where you clicked.

Figure 53 Integration Events table

Delete lines one and two, as they are unused. Leaving them in and unchecked do
harm, however.

Save the method, or all previous efforts will be lost. SelectFile | Method | Save As .
Save the method asIntegration Exercise.met (You may see a warning that
the Separation Time of the method is 0.0. Select Yes to continue with the save. T
message appears because, in this exercise, nothing was added to the Instrumen
window of this method, and this omission has been detected by the Auto-Validatio
function of the software. In actual practice, Integration Events would be added to
method used to acquire the data.)

Integration Results and Reports

The results of your integration efforts go beyond some labels on the electropherog
These results may be used to generate reports and to identify and quantitate unkn
These topics are covered in later sections of this manual. For now, use a pre-defi
report to capture the current results. From the menu bar selectReports | View |
Area% . A report will appear on the screen showing the Integration results in tabu
form. If a hard-copy of this report is desired (and if a printer connected to your
system), right click on the report and selectPrint .
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Section 8-Calibration

Introduction
The previous exercise demonstrated how the 32 Karat Software can be used to
determine peak parameters such as migration time, area, and height. This inform
is of limited utility unless it can be translated into terms that are descriptive of the
components in the sample. There are two basic questions that may be asked: “wh
this component?” and “how much is present in the sample?”

Qualitative Analysis

The first question, “what is this component?” refers to QUALITATIVE analysis. It ca
be answered in two different ways. First, if a known substance is used as a stand
the migration time or mobility of the resulting peak (possibly combined with other
information such as a PDA absorbance spectrum), can be taken as evidence that
in an unknown sample represents that known substance. Second, if the migration
or mobility varies in some linear way with a molecular property, such as molecula
weight or number of base pairs, a standard curve can be created that can be use
determine the defined quality (such as molecular weight) based on a series of
standards. In this method, the unknown need not be present in the standard mixt
Qualitative analysis is covered in the following section of this manual.

Quantitative Analysis

This exercise will deal with the second question, “how much is present in this samp
which is a question for QUANTITATIVE analysis. In quantitative analysis, we run a
series of runs with differing concentrations of a known substance or substances.
each concentration of each component we determine a detector response. By
generating a graph of detector response versus concentration, it is possible to
determine the concentration of the components in an unknown. The 32 Karat Soft
simplifies this task. It contains tools for collecting the data from calibration runs,
generating appropriate curve fits, and using the curve fit data to analyze unknown
This exercise will also introduce you to using a sequence for post-run data
reprocessing. We will use an External Standard calibration; in this method, data f
standards and unknowns are acquired in separate runs.
Calibration 8-1
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Creating a Calibration
Included in the Data Samples directory are five files named:Level 1.dat , Level
2.dat , Level 3.dat , Level 4.dat , andLevel 5.dat . These data files are
the results of runs of the same two components at five different concentrations as
indicated in the table below.

The first step in the analysis is to identify the expected migration times of the two
peaks. To do this, open an instrument window (continue to use the offline UV
instrument from the previous exercise). SelectFile | Data | Open and navigate to the
Data Samples directory. Open your copy of the file Level 3.dat. Two channels of d
are present: Channel A (UV 214nm) and Channel C (current). You may minimize
Channel C window, as it will not be used in this exercise. Channel A is the
electropherogram from the analysis of the middle concentration of the calibrators.
smaller of the two peaks between 3.5 and 4.5 minutes is Alpha, and the larger of
two is Beta (previously determined in runs of the individual components).

Developing a Calibration Method

We will build a new method to calibrate our data set. SelectFile | Method | Open .
Navigate to your copy of the Data Samples directory and open the method
Calibrate.met . Select Analyze to integrate the data set. (The integration
parameters have already been optimized for you.) The two large peaks will be we
integrated with the default parameters.

Component (units/mL)

Filename Alpha Beta

Level 1.dat 1.0 4.0

Level 2.dat 2.0 4.5

Level 3.dat 3.0 5.0

Level 4.dat 4.0 5.5

Level 5.dat 5.0 6.0
8-2 Calibration
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Right click on the electropherogram and selectGraphical Programming , then
selectDefine Peaks . Click in the electropherogram to bracket the large peaks
(approximately 3.7 and 4.2 minutes). The following dialog will appear (your time
values may differ slightly from those shown):

The Define Peaks functions allows you to place any peaks in the specified window
the method's Peaks/Groups table. Only peaks that have been identified during Ana
can be entered into a method. Start and Stop times define the part of the
electropherogram that contains the peaks we wish to add. Migration time window
allows us to specify how much variability in migration time is allowed before a peak
no longer considered to be the component of interest. This can be defined as eith
percentage of the defined time, or as an absolute time interval. We can add all the
peaks in the window to an existing table (if any). If we chose to Replace existing
peaks, any currently defined peaks that fall within the newly defined time windows
will be deleted. For this exercise, accept the defaults.

From the menu bar selectMethod | Peaks / Groups . A table will open listing the
two peaks just added. As these peaks have not yet been named, the system will cr
name based on the migration time. Click in the Name column and change the nam
line 1 to Alpha and the name in line 2 to Beta. Use the scroll bar at the bottom of t
window to review the column headings in this table. We will only use some of thes
columns in this exercise. See the resources in Appendix 1 for more information.

Figure 54 Define Peaks dialog
Calibration 8-3
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The items that can be changed here include:

• The defined migration time and allowed window for a component
• The data channel to be used (for multichannel detector types)
• The type of curve fit to be used for the calibration data set
• Up to 10 calibration levels

We must input the concentration values from the table above. Scroll right until the
columns headed Level 1 through Level 5 are visible. Input the “known” values for
Alpha and Beta. Level 1 is the lowest value, level 5 is the highest. For now, we wil
accept the defaults for the other columns. When all the values have been entered
table should look like Figure 55.

Save your method. Right click on the electropherogram and select Annotations. S
parameters so that only “Name” and “ESTD concentration” are in the Show box. C
OK. Analyze the sample again. The name of the peak will appear on the
electropherogram. ESTD concentration will be 0.000, because we have not yet
completed the calibration process. At this point we have only used one of the
calibration samples to define our peaks. We will use all five calibrators to generate
standard curves for Alpha and Beta.

Generating the Calibration Curve

To generate the curves, we will reprocess the data through a Sequence. In an ea
exercise, we used a Sequence to perform multiple runs. Sequences can also be u
do batch reprocessing of data. SelectFile | Sequence | New to open the sequence
wizard. Click on the file icon and selectCalibrate.met (the file we have been
editing). For Data File Type, click to select From existing data files. Click Next. Th
next dialog allows us to select multiple data files. Click on the file icon. This will op
a dialog that allows the opening of multiple files at one time. Navigate to the Data
Samples folder. Locate the fileLevel 1.dat . Double click on the file name. When
you double click, the file name is added to the list at the bottom of the dialog. Rep
for Level 2, Level 3, Level 4, and Level 5, so that all five files appear in the list. Cli
Openwhen done. Verify that the five files are listed in the window, then clickFinish.
This will open a Sequence table with the method and the five data files listed. Scr

Figure 55 Peak/Group Tables
8-4 Calibration
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right to the Filename column. The five files should be listed in order. Scroll back lef
the Level column. Change the level in line 1 from 0 to 1. Use the down arrow to m
to the same column in line 2, and change the 0 to 2. The Level entered in this colu
of the sequence table corresponds to the Level column in the Peak \ Group table.
Continue down the column changing the remaining zeros to 3, 4, and 5, respectiv
As you change the level to a non-zero value, the sample type automatically chang
Calibration. Click in the Run Type column of line 1. The dialog shown in Figure 56
will open. The items here are the available run types. Click on Clear All Calibratio
and click OK. The run type for line one will change to “CAL CCA”. Selecting this
type will cause any previous calibrations of this data set to be cleared before the n
calibration is performed.

Figure 56 Sample Run Types dialog
Calibration 8-5
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Save the sequence with the nameCalibrate.seq . The right and left sides of the
window should look like Figure 57.

Figure 57 Sequence Table
8-6 Calibration
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We are now ready to Process the sequence and generate the calibration. Select P
from the Sequence menu. The dialog in Figure 58 will appear. Run range must be
Processing mode must be Reintegrate. Click Start. The processing will require a
seconds to complete. As each data file is analyzed, the status column in the Sequ
table will change to “Complete”.

From the menu bar selectMethod | Review Calibration . A window will open
showing the results of the calibration for the first component (Alpha). The data loo
reasonable, but the line fit could be better. Select Beta in the upper right corner of
window. The curve fit here is certainly not acceptable. The lower right corner of th
window indicates that this fit has been made point-to-point. Perhaps another type
would be better? Re-open the Peaks / Groups table. Scroll left to the column hea
“Fit Type”. For line one (Alpha) select Quadratic. For line 2 (Beta) select Linear. In
line one, click the box in the Zero column to force the line through the origin. Do n
click Zero in line 2. Save the method and look at the calibration results again. This
time the curve fit should be better for both Alpha and Beta. In practice, you would
select and vary the curve fit parameters to determine the most appropriate fit for y
data set.

Saving the method will save the calibration. It is not necessary to reprocess the
sequence.

Figure 58 Process Sequence dialog
Calibration 8-7
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Analyzing Unknowns
Creating a standard curve is only useful if it can be used to determine the amoun
material in an unknown. Unknowns can be added to the sequence table after
calibration lines. When processed, the unknown peaks will be compared to the
standard curve and the values calculated. Open the sequence window. In line 6, cl
the Method column and selectCalibrate.met (the method we have been using).
Under Filename, select Unknown1.dat. Save the sequence. Instead of reprocessi
entire sequence, click on the Range button in the Process Sequence dialog (Figu
and enter 6 as the line to be run. Click Start. To see the results of this analysis, yo
display the electropherogram for Unknown1.dat, or you can view a report. To use
default report, selectReports | View | External Standard from the menu bar. To
print this report to your system's default printer, right click in the report window an
select Print.

Creating custom reports is covered later in this manual.

This exercise has covered only the basics of quantitative analysis. For more deta
more options, refer to the resources in Appendix 1.
8-8 Calibration
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Section 9-Qualitative Analysis

Data Analysis and Reporting
In some modes of CE separation, the order of migration is determined by a molec
quality. The most common applications that utilize this approach are separation o
proteins by molecular weight and the separation of nucleic acids by number of ba
pairs. The 32 Karat Software allows you to construct a standard curve based on
parameters such as these. In the case of DNA, for example, a series of fragments
known length are separated in a gel-filled capillary. A plot of migration time versus
chain length is constructed, and this plot is used to determine the length of an unkn
fragment.

In this exercise we will create a standard curve based on the base number of sing
stranded DNA. A sample of ssDNA is injected into a capillary containing a polyme
network. Smaller molecules can negotiate through the polymer strands more eas
than can larger fragments, resulting in a separation based on DNA chain length. T
migration time of peaks of known lengths of ssDNA is used to create a standard c
that can be used to estimate the length of an unknown fragment,

Figure 59 Electropherogram of Single-stranded DNA
Qualitative Analysis 9-1
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Open an offline instrument configured for a UV detector. From the Data Samples
directory, open the data filessDNA 40-60.dat and the method
Qualitate.met . The data file represents the separation of a mixture of poly-A
oligonucleotides ranging from 40 to 60 bases in length. The method contains an
Integration Events table that will successfully integrate these peaks, and a
Peaks \ Groups table that will name the peaks with the number of bases they repre
Analyze the data. Right click on the electropherogram and selectAnnotations . Add
Name to the list of annotations to display, then click OK.

Next, we must enter the base numbers (Y) and the migration times (X) into the
method. From the method menu select “Qualitative analysis” to open the dialog sh
below.

Figure 60 Qualitative Analysis dialog

We can select the type of data we want for the X-axis. In this exercise, we are usi
migration time, but we might also use another parameter such as Mobility. We ca
select either a linear or a logarithmic scale for this axis. Minimum and Maximum re
to the X-axis limits over which we will allow the interpretation of qualitative data.
This limits how far beyond the ends of the data set we are willing to extrapolate to
the quality of an unknown.

For the Y-axis, we can use any name we chose. Because our quality is the numb
bases comprising the oligonucleotide, enter Bases. A Linear Y-axis scale will be
appropriate for our data.
9-2 Qualitative Analysis
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There is a two column spreadsheet in this dialog box (Figure 60). The Left column
contains data for the Y-axis. The heading of this column will contain the text enter
for the Y-axis label, in this case “Bases”. The Right column contains data for the
X-axis. The heading is that selected for the X-axis. In this case we are using Migra
Time. You must manually enter the X and Y values into the spreadsheet. One wa
obtain this data in tabular form is to open an Area % report by selecting
Reports | View | Area % from the menu bar. This may be printed if you have a
printer connected to the system, or the report can be displayed as a window alon
the Qualitative Analysis window. For each peak, enter the base number (from 40-
and the corresponding migration time. As you enter the data, it will be graphically
displayed in the lower right corner of the dialog box.

When all the data have been entered, select the Fit Type to determine the best cu
to the data set. In this example, the highest “Goodness of Fit” values is obtained u
a Cubic fit. When done, do a Save As; rename the methodQualitate 1.met .

Analyze the data file again. Right click on the electropherogram and select
Annotations . Add “Quality” to the right column (“Name” should already be
present). Click on the word Quality to highlight it, then set the number of decimals
2. Click OK. The electropherogram will now display the assigned base number (a
Name) and the base number calculated using the standard curve (as Quality). The
number is an integer; the small discrepancy between the assigned value and the
calculated value is due to the fact that our goodness of fit was not perfect.

This method can now be used to estimate the size of an oligonucleotide of unkno
length. To do this, the unknown would be analyzed by the same method used to
analyze these standards, and the data analyzed with this method.
Qualitative Analysis 9-3
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Section 10-Using Mobility

Mobility is a parameter that quantifies how a charged particle migrates in an elect
field. The equations for calculating mobility are defined in Appendix 2. Stated brie
a component with a higher mobility will move more rapidly through the separation
medium than will a component with a lower mobility. Because particles may be
attracted to either the cathode or the anode, mobility has a vector component — it
be positive or negative. Mobility toward the cathode (negatively charged electrode
defined as positive, and mobility toward the anode (positively charged electrode)
defined as negative.

Mobility is not a constant like molecular weight, as it can change depending on th
separation conditions employed. As an example, consider the amino acid glycine
alkaline pH, this molecule has a net negative charge (NH2-CH2-COO-) and a negative
mobility. At acidic pH, it has a net positive charge (NH3

+-CH2-COOH) and a positive
mobility. Near pH=7, it has no net charge (NH3

+-CH2-COO-) and a mobility of zero.

In practice, mobility is defined for a given molecule under a given set of conditions
Variations in separation conditions that affect all species equally (such as variation
electroosmotic flow or the voltage delivered by the power supply), and variations t
have similar effects on closely related groups of compounds (such as the effect o
small pH changes on a series of basic drugs) can be accounted for by including in
analytical run a standard of defined mobility.

There are two different mobility values to consider: electrophoretic mobility (µ),
which represents the movement of the molecules in the electrical field, and appar
mobility (µapp), which is the algebraic sum of the electrophoretic mobility and any
other forces which drive the sample through the capillary. The most common
additional force is electroosmotic flow (EOF, sometimes referred to as µeof), although
other factors such as pressure-assisted migration could also be considered here.
discussion, we will limit apparent mobility to the sum of electrophoretic mobility an
EOF:

� �app �eof–=
Using Mobility 10-1
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The 32 Karat Software has the capability to use mobility as an alternate to migrat
time for peak identification. Used in this way, mobility increases the robustness of
capillary electrophoretic method by correcting for small changes that may be pres
from run to run. The software is also capable of displaying electropherograms with
X-axis scaled in terms of mobility rather than time. In this exercise, you will review
these features of the software.

Mobility Markers
Every run that will incorporate mobility calculations must include a mobility marke
This is a component for which the mobility has been defined under a given set of
conditions. Reproducing these run conditions in subsequent runs is critical in usin
mobility as a parameter for peak identification. Buffer factors, such as ionic streng
and pH, are especially important. See the resources in Appendix 1 for more
information on this topic.

Assigning Mobility Values

Assigning a mobility value to the mobility marker involves a series of steps. The
following assumes that the method development work to create an effective separ
technique for the samples to be analyzed has already been developed.

1. Create a sample containing the proposed marker and an EOF marker. The s
matrix should be a close approximation of the unknown samples to be analy
The EOF marker is a small, uncharged molecule that can be detected at low
concentration. It is used to calculate the contribution of electroosmotic flow
(µeof) to the apparent peak mobility. If running under conditions where EOF i
minimal (such as a neutral coated capillary) the EOF marker can be omitted
µeof = 0. Standards for other peaks expected in the unknowns should be inclu
in this run.
10-2 Using Mobility
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2. Run the separation, and integrate the results. Adjust all integration paramete
their final form. Add the mobility marker peak and the EOF marker peak (if
used) to the Peaks / Groups table. The method must contain the correct
dimensions for the capillary length. These are entered in the
Capillary/Performance tab of the Advance Methods Options window (access
from the Method menu). The capillary length and length to the detector are
required.

3. Annotate the electropherogram with Apparent Mobility and Mobility. Analyze
the data again. The Apparent Mobility and Mobility values will be displayed.
this point, the mobility values should all be zero.

4. Calculate the electrophoretic mobility of the mobility marker according to:

where µappis the apparent mobility of the reference peak and
µeof is the apparent mobility of the EOF marker.

5. Scroll right in the Peaks / Groups table to the Mobility column. In the row
containing the mobility marker, enter the value of µ determined in step 4. Cli
theµ box in the Mobility Marker column of that same row. Save the method.

� �app �eof–=
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6. Analyze the sample again, and examine the electropherogram. The mobility
value of the marker should now be non-zero, as should the mobility values fo
other peaks in the electropherogram except the EOF marker. The EOF mark
should have a value very close to zero (variation from zero at this stage is th
result of rounding errors).

7. If the results are acceptable, the method can now be edited to allow the
generation of an electropherogram with mobility as the X-axis in place of tim
This option is selected in the Initial Conditions tab of the Instrument Setup
window:

Mobility Plot

Selecting Mobility (or Apparent Mobility) will cause the creation of an additional pl
after data analysis. This plot will show the electropherogram re-scaled so that the
X-axis is displayed in terms of Mobility (or Apparent Mobility) rather than time. Th
“Plot trace after voltage ramp” option should be selected unless peaks are detect
during the voltage ramp-up phase of the separation. Deselecting this option may r
in the voltage ramp interval being over-emphasized in the resulting mobility plot.

After selecting the appropriate mobility channel options, save the method. Run th
sample again. At the end of the run the mobility trace will be generated.

NOTE

Mobility channels cannot be generated for data files that were created with
this option turned off. It must be ON during data acquisition. When using this
option, there must be at least one Mobility Marker identified in the
Peaks/Groups table of the method.
10-4 Using Mobility
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Demonstration: Using the Mobility Features

We have previously determined the optimum conditions for the separation of a mix
of two components, ALPHA and BETA (see the exercises earlier in this manual).
ALPHA has been chosen as our mobility marker. Our method has considerable E
so we will need to use an EOF marker. We have chosen to use Ethanol; it is readi
soluble in our sample, creates a detectable peak, and does not interfere with our
analysis (all previously determined -- in practice, this must be shown by experime
A final concentration of 5% Ethanol has been chosen. The sample is prepared and
After Step 3 (above) the resulting electropherogram looks like this:

NOTE

The following is not intended to be a hands-on exercise, but rather a
step-by-step example of the process described above. If you wish, you can
attempt to reproduce these results on your instrument. This example utilizes
UV detector and Beckman Coulter Test Mix B (P/N 501333).
Using Mobility 10-5
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Our ethanol marker gives a small, negative peak, but it is properly detected by the
software. The values obtained are listed in the table below:

As expected, the faster moving EOF marker has the higher apparent mobility. The
units of mobility are cm2V-1sec-1

We can calculate the Electrophoretic Mobility of ALPHA according to

substituting yields µ = 0.00034763 - 0.00060227 = -0.00025464, the mobility of
ALPHA under these separation conditions. The mobility value is a negative numb
indicating that ALPHA's electrophoretic migration is toward the anode, and is
opposite the direction of the electroosmotic flow.

We now re-open the Peaks / Groups table and insert the value of the mobility mar
as described in Step 5. The table now looks like this.

Table 7 Mobility values, first pass

Peak Name Apparent Mobility Mobility

EOF 0.00060227 0.00000000

ALPHA (marker) 0.00034763 0.00000000

BETA 0.00032093 0.00000000

NOTE

In practice, the above run should be repeated several times to verify that th
system is giving consistent results before defining the mobility value for the
mobility marker.

� �app �eof–=
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We save the method and analyze the data file again. The results are now:

The electrophoretic mobility of the EOF marker is close to zero, as expected. The
mobility of ALPHA is the value we defined it to be. The mobility of BETA has now
been calculated relative to the mobility of ALPHA.

We can now set up to collect data for a mobility plot, if we wish. Open the Instrum
Setup window and click on the Initial Conditions tab. We select Mobility (see the
figure above). After saving the method and running the sample again, we have tw
electropherograms. One is the UV electropherogram, which looks very similar to
run we used to measure the mobility of the marker. The second appears VERY
different, as shown here.

The order of the peaks has been reversed, because the latest eluting peaks have
most negative mobility. The relative spacing between the peaks has also changed

Table 8 Mobility values, second pass

Peak Name Apparent Mobility Mobility

EOF 0.00060227 -0.00000000

ALPHA (marker) 0.00034763 -0.00025464

BETA 0.00032093 -0.00028134
Using Mobility 10-7
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Peak Identification by Mobility
In the exercise on mobility, we used migration time and a migration time window t
establish the identity of peaks in a data file. In the same fashion, we can use mob
and a mobility window to identify peaks, based on the mobilities of standards. The
choice of migration time or mobility applies to the entire electropherogram; it is no
possible to use time for some peaks and mobility for others.

The option to use mobility for peak identification must be selected on the Options
of the Method Properties window (under the Method menu). Select “Mobility base
and click OK. Next, peaks are added to the Peaks / Groups table (if not already
present). This is most easily performed by using the “Add Peaks” function from th
Graphical Programming menu as described earlier in the section on Integration. O
the Peaks \ Groups table and scroll to the Mobility columns. The assignment of th
mobility of a mobility marker has already been described. To identify other peaks
mobility, it is necessary to manually input their mobility value and window. For the
peak BETA in our example, the mobility value was determined to be -0.00028134
this value is entered into the table for the line defining BETA. The default Mobility
Window is zero, which means that the peak would only be detected if it had exactly
same mobility value as that defined. Some variation can be expected. The approp
value will be determined by trial and error. A window of 5-10% is a good starting
point. For BETA, a 5% window would be 0.00001407; the window is always an
unsigned number (not positive or negative). At this point our Peaks / Groups table
looks like this:

When we click on Analyze, the peak identification will be by mobility. To verify this
change the Mobility entry for BETA to some other value like -0.00025227 and
Analyze again. Because the mobility of the peak is now outside the window, it will
integrated, but not associated with the ID “BETA”.

In the section on Reports we will create a report template that will contain mobility
data.
10-8 Using Mobility
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Section 11-Creating Reports

Introduction
The ultimate purpose of operating a CE or any other instrument system is to answ
question. This answer is only useful if it can be communicated. The 32 Karat Softw
includes a powerful suite of utilities for creating printed reports. It also allows you
export data and results to other software packages. Full integration into the Wind
NT environment allows you to copy and paste electropherograms and other
information from 32 Karat Software directly into a wide variety of other software
packages, such as word processors. This section of the manual will describe how
use the built-in report generating features of the software. For information on othe
ways of moving data to other applications, see the resources listed in Appendix 1

In other sections of this manual, you have been introduced to some of the default
reporting options. Here you will learn how to customize a default report to include
information you want to present. We will continue to use a UV instrument as a
prototype. LIF reports are essentially identical to UV reports. PDA data can be
reported in the same formats as UV data; additionally, other PDA specific report ty
are available such as PDA Spectrum Library reports.

The most simple approach to reporting is to use pre-defined reports. These were
in earlier sections of this manual. From the menu bar, selectReports | View to
display the menu shown below which lists the default set of pre-defined reports.

In this exercise we will use the data file and method from the exercise on Qualitat
Analysis. A review of the reports menu will show that there is no default report for
qualitative data, so one will have to be created. We will create a Method Custom
Report, (which will become part of the method). We will also save the report as a
standard template that will be added to the reports list.
Creating Reports 11-1
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Creating a Method Custom Report
Open your Virtual UV instrument from the main 32 Karat window. From your
working folder, open the fileData Sample 3.dat and the method
Quality.met . Use the copies of the data and the method that were used during
exercise on Qualitative Analysis; we will be creating a report based on the analys
results generated during that activity.

From theMethod menu, selectCustom Report . A blank window will open. (If a
method custom report has previously been developed with the method you are us
will automatically open at this point.)

Modifying a Report Template

Rather than developing a report from nothing, we will modify an existing report
template to simplify this task. A report template is a pre-defined set of instructions
the creation of a report. A number of templates are contained in the software. You
add templates by creating a new one or editing an existing one and saving it unde
new name. We will use the Area% template as the basis for our Qualitative Analy
report. From the file menu selectReport Template | Open and selectArea%.srp .
The template will open with the results from the open data file displayed. The
indications that we are looking at a template and not at a report are that the head
information is highlighted, the table has a broken border, and the ruler is visible.

As a first step, we will change the title of the report. The report editor works very
much like a word processor. Using the mouse, highlight the heading “Area % Rep
TypeQualitative Analysis Report . Highlight the new title, and select
Bold and Italic from the toolbar.

The information below the title that is highlighted in gray represent fields. Fields all
you to insert blocks of information without tedious code writing. Fields and text m
be used together; in this template, each field is preceded by a text descriptor. The
fields may be easily repositioned. Click after the “Acquired” field, and press the De
key. This will move the Print Time field to the same line as the Acquired field. Pres
the Tab key twice to place space between the two fields. Click in the blank line be
these two fields and typeUser ID: , then press the Tab key. Right click and select
Insert Field , thenUser Name . A new field will appear with the current User Name
(the default name “System” will appear if no user name has been defined). Use th
keyboard just as you would a word processor to align the field and the text in the
desired manner.

Below the header information is a graph displaying the electropherogram. By defa
the graph is scaled to show the full range of data. In the case of Data Sample 3, t
area of interest is only at the right end of the electropherogram. As the next step,
11-2 Creating Reports
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will adjust the electropherogram display so that the peak region is more easily se
Double click on the graph to display the Graph Properties box.

The Trace Setup tab is where we select the data to be displayed. We can select t
Current Data (the file currently open in the Instrument window) or a data file (or file
stored on the computer. For example, we may want to display the results from ana
of a standard along with results from an unknown. We can display multiple chann
from a common data file by selecting the same Data Source, but selecting differe
channels in the Trace column. For example, the UV and electrical Current traces c
be displayed simultaneously. The X and Y offset and scale features can be used
position the traces so that the pertinent details are visible. These features are des
in the resources listed in Appendix 1. Units is a label which can be adjusted to ma
the data displayed. For an LIF detector, this could be changed to “Fluorescence”
clicking in the Units box and entering the desired text.

Click on the Annotations button. Because this will be a Qualitative report, remove
existing annotations from the right side panel. Add Quality, and set the number of
decimal places to zero. Click OK to return to the main dialog.

Now we can change the X-axis so that the peak area fills the graph window. Click
the Axis Setup tab. With X-axis selected, click on Use this range. Enter a minimum
24 and a maximum of 30 to bracket the 24-30 minute time interval. When done cl
Creating Reports 11-3
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OK. The part of the electropherogram containing the 21 peaks should fill the grap
and each peak should be properly labeled with the Quality value.

The graph can now be resized by dragging the handles on the right and bottom e
of the image. Moving the graph requires that it be treated as a text object. To cent
on the page, single click the graph to select it (a narrow dotted border will appear)
use the icon from the toolbar. Space can be added above and below the grap
inserting blank lines with the Enter key.

Additional charts can be inserted by right clicking on an empty line and selecting
Insert Graph . You might, for example, want a second graph showing the full time
range of the data set. The new graph is then formatted as described above.

Below the graph is a table with a variety of peak parameters. Some of these we w
keep, others we will change for our new report. Right click on the column header
“Area%” and chooseChange Parameter . SelectQuality as the new parameter, and
change Decimals to one. In the Column Header box typeBases . Click OK. We now
have a column that contains the number of bases that the software has calculated
each peak.

Right click in the table and selectReport Properties . We are not interested in
Height or Height %, so remove them from the right-side box using the red arrow. C
OK.

Our table is now too wide for the remaining three columns. By clicking on the verti
dividers between columns, we can drag the column widths to whatever we desire
any point during editing, we can click on the Print Preview icon to see how the
report will look on our default printer.

Save the method. The new report is now part of the Quality method, and will be
available whenever the method is used by selecting Method Custom Report.

Saving a Report as a Template

In order to use the report in another method, we can save the it as a template. Fro
File menu, selectReport Template | Save As . TypeQuality as the filename and
click. By default, the template will be saved with the extension*.rep . Select
File | New Method . Open Method Custom Report by selecting it from the Method
menu (if not already open). The report will be blank, because a new method has n
defined Custom Report. From the File menu, selectReport Template | Open , and
open theQuality.rep template that you created. When the new method is saved
will contain the Quality.rep as the default Method Custom Report. The Custom Re
saved in a method can be edited and changed at any time.

We can also save this report as one of the default reports in the Reports menu. A
selectReport Templates | Save As from the File menu. This time save the
template with the nameQuality.srp . Click Save. By saving with the*.srp
extension, you have created a new default template. The next time an instrument
window is opened, the new report type will be available from theReports menu. This
is a handy way to handle reports that are used frequently.
11-4 Creating Reports
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Additional Resources

32 Karat Online Help

The Online Help is your primary software reference for the 32 Karat Software. It
describes all of the features used in this manual. In addition, it describes all of the
advanced features which are not covered here. To access the Help, select
Help | Contents from the instrument window menu bar. Context-sensitive help is
available by selecting the Help button located in dialog boxes, or by pressing theF1
key.

Installation and Maintenance Manual

The first place to look for answers to questions on hardware and maintenance is
Installation and Maintenance Manual. This document includes detailed description
routine operations, such as rebuilding a capillary cartridge, and of non-routine
operations such as minor repairs. A printed copy of this manual is shipped with th
instrument. An electronic copy is available on the Manuals CD-ROM shipped with
32 Karat Software.

Beckman Coulter Service

If you have determined that a problem exists with the instrument that can not be f
by following the procedures in the Installation and Maintenance Manual, contact y
local Beckman Coulter, Inc. Service Representative. There may be a charge for th
service.

Help by e-mail

A special mailbox has been created for users of 32 Karat Software. Send your
questions and comments to32karat@beckmancoulter.com. A team of specialists will
review your message and contact you. Messages received outside of regular bus
hours (Monday - Friday, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm Pacific Time) will be reviewed the ne
business day.
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Other references

There are many publications dealing with applications of capillary electrophoresis
methodology, routine operations, and related techniques. Your local research libra
the best place to begin. The following list is not intended to be all inclusive, and
inclusion here does not imply endorsement by Beckman Coulter, Inc.

Beckman Coulter web site. http://www.beckmancoulter.com/ -The online source for
the latest information on CE from Beckman Coulter.

P/ACE Setter Newsletter -A quarterly newsletter for scientists employing capillary
electrophoresis. P/ACE Setter features tips and techniques and product updates.
issue features a specific application for CE. Free subscriptions are available throu
the Beckman Coulter web site, or contact your local Beckman Coulter representa

Your Local Beckman Coulter Representative -The best source for product
information. Contact your representative for information on the latest products, or
place an order.
Appendix 1-2 Appendix 1
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CE Calculations
Processing of electrophoretic data is similar to the processing of chromatographic
data, but there are some differences. Some “CE Specific” calculations are built into
32 Karat Software. This appendix describes those, along with some other useful
calculations.

Ohm's Law

The most important relationship to know in capillary electrophoresis is Ohm's law
This simple relationship defines the interaction between Voltage (V), Current (I), and
Resistance (R). For example, if Voltage is held constant, change in Current must be
due to a change in Resistance. Information of this type is invaluable in developing
troubleshooting CE methods.

Corrected Migration Time

t = migration time of peak of interact
tref = actual migration time of reference peak
t�ref = expected migration time of reference peak (from peak id table)

Corrected Area

v = velocity
Ld = capillary length to detector
t = migration time
A = uncorrected peak area

In CE, early peaks migrate through the detector window faster than do later peak
This creates a peak area bias, which is eliminated by using corrected peak area.

V IR=

tcorr t
t�ref

tref
---------� �

� �=

Acorr vA
LdA

t
---------==
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Mobility

Mobility is calculated as the apparent mobility minus the contribution of
electroosmotic flow.

Once the mobility of a reference analyte has been determined, the mobility of rela
analytes can be calculated.

V = average applied voltage up to the migration time if the peak of interest
Ld = capillary length to detector
Lt = total capillary length
tref = migration time of reference peak in the current run
µref = defined mobility for the reference peak
Vref = average applied voltage up to migration time of reference peak
t = migration time of the peak of interest
Apparent Mobility is the sum of true mobility and the mobility caused by the
electroosmotic flow. Apparent mobility can be calculated directly for any peak. Th
apparent mobility of a neutral marker (one that has a true mobility of zero) is calle
µeof, the electroosmotic mobility.

(apparent mobility)

Ld = capillary length to detector
Lt = capillary total length
V = average voltage up to migration time of peak
t = migration time of the peak
v = velocity

Mobility calculations depend on an accurate measurement of the average applied
voltage up to the point that the component passes the detector. The output from t
P/ACE MDQ voltage monitor is used to calculate average applied voltage as follo

n = data point number at peak migration time
Vi = voltage value at data pointi

� �app �eof–=

� LdLt
1
Vt
----- 1

Vref tref
-------------------–� �

� � �ref+=

�app
v
E
---

LdLt

Vt
----------= =

V
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i 1=

n

�

n
--------------=
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Appendix 3

Understanding PDA Data
Most of the exercises in the manual have used example data from an ultraviolet
detector system. LIF data files appear nearly the same as UV data files. From the
of view of data analysis, the Y-axis scale is the primary difference between UV da
and LIF data.

PDA data consists of multiple components. These are:

Channel data: each channel is equivalent to a UV trace. Up to three channels can
collected simultaneously.

3D spectral data:the three axes of this data set are time, wavelength, and absorb

Multi-Egram data: similar to channel data, this is a trace of absorbance versus tim
extracted from the 3D spectral data. There are no limits to the number of data sets
can be created.

Channel data and multi-egram data are processed in the same manner as UV da
the procedures described in this manual apply.

The remainder of this appendix will describe some of the features of PDA data. If
wish to re-create these displays on your computer screen, you will need to open a
instrument configured for a PDA detector (offline mode is satisfactory). From a co
of the Data Samples directory, open the data filePDA Data Sample.dat and the
methodPDA.met . In the figures in this manual, the background color of the window
have been changed from the default color scheme to facilitate printing.

The multiple components of the PDA data set are available by choosing
View | Gallery from the menu bar.
Appendix 3 Appendix 3-1
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Each item in the menu represents a different way of presenting the data on the sc
Only one of these selections may be made at one time.

Mixed View w/ 3D option

This option is shown below. This image illustrates several of the other options as

This window shows four different views of the same data set. The sample is the s
mixture of Alpha and Beta that has been used throughout this manual. This windo
divided into four panes. By clicking and dragging the bars that separate the pane
relative areas assigned to each pane can be changed. The views available here a

Contour plot

The Contour Plot is an overhead view of a three dimensional data set. The X and
axes are Time and Wavelength, respectively. Absorbance at any given wavelengt
at any given time is indicated by color or by a shade of gray. This plot can be
“zoomed” by using the mouse to “rubber box” the desired area. Right click and se
Full Unzoom to restore the view.

Left Right

Upper Contour Plot Spectrum

Lower Electropherogram 3D Plot
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Spectrum

The spectrum detected at a specified point in time. This is selected by moving the
horizontal slider in the Contour plot to the desired time point. It represents a slice
through the 3D data. This plot can be “zoomed” by using the mouse to “rubber bo
the desired area. Right click and selectFull Unzoom to restore the view.

Electropherogram

The electropherogram at a specified wavelength. This is selected by moving the
vertical slider in the Contour plot to the desired wavelength. It represents a slice
through the 3D data in a direction that is perpendicular to the spectrum view. This
can be “zoomed” by using the mouse to “rubber box” the desired area. Right click
selectFull Unzoom to restore the view.

3D Plot

A three-dimensional representation of the data. The presentation of this window is
tied to the contour view. To adjust the display, right click on the 3D plot and select
properties to open this dialog box:

The plot can be displayed as a one-color surface or color can be used to specify
absorbance ranges. Colors are user selectable. The image can be rotated around
and Y axes by clicking on the arrow buttons or by typing in Elevation and Rotation
parameters. Zooming is accomplished by setting limits of time, wavelength, and
absorbance. The Apply button causes the changes to be made to the 3D plot with
closing the properties window. This allows you to test changes without having to c
and re-open the dialog.
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Mixed View is the same as shown above, except that the 3D plot is not displayed.
option is handy for speeding up the display of very large data files.

3D and Contour Plot shows only these two plots in a two-pane window

The individual3D, Contour, Electropherogram, andSpectrum plots display the
individual pane as a full window. The limits of the Electropherogram and Spectrum
plots are those set on the Contour window, even if the Contour window is not bein
displayed. The remaining choices in the Gallery menu are not related to these fou
items.

TheMax Plot view is an electropherogram that does not represent a particular
wavelength. It is built by taking the maximum absorbance across the wavelength
range at each point in time. This plot is useful for finding peaks that might otherwi
go undetected. This data may be analyzed and the results reported.

TheMulti Electropherogram view is only available if multi-electropherograms are
defined in the Instrument Setup component of the method. Like the Max Plot, the
traces are synthesized from the 3D data set. To set up these channels, open the
Instrument Setup dialog form the Method window and click on the Multi-Egram ta
Three items must be specified for each channel. The channel can be checked On
Off. Channels which are Off will not be displayed and cannot be analyzed. Wavele
refers to the central wavelength of the data to be incorporated into the
multi-electropherogram channel. Bandwidth specifies how many adjacent wavele
bands will be combined to form the new data set. These bands are weighted, with
bands more distant from the central wavelength contributing less to the final resu
than do bands closer to the midpoint. Using too narrow a bandwidth will result in a
noisy data file. Using too wide a bandwidth will cause a loss of spectral sensitivity
the data set.

These data may be analyzed and the results reported. If many Multi Electrophero
channels have been defined, each will occupy a small area of the display. The fra
around each channel can be moved by clicking and dragging with the mouse. Cha
can also be temporarily disabled by unchecking them in the Multi Egram tab of th
Instrument Setup Dialog.

Ratio opens a three pane window. Two windows will display the electropherogram
specified wavelength. The third displays an electropherogram that is the arithmet
ratio of the two (Abs#1/Abs#2, on a point by point basis). The parameters for this
window are set on the X:Y tab of the PDA Setup dialog (available from the Metho
menu).

When PDA data is selected, the drop-down box in the tool bar will contain a list of
available data channels. Before data can be integrated or analyzed, the desired c
must be selected from this list. Each data channel will have a unique Peaks \ Gro
table and Integration Events table, that will be available from the Method menu on
when the data channel has been selected.

More information about using PDA data is available in the resources inAppendix 1.
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System Administration
The System Administration functions include adding and configuring instruments
which has already been discussed in this manual. It also includes features for def
users and projects. Projects definitions include: defining default folders in which d
and methods will be stored; specifying what instrument(s) can be used for a proje
defining which users can work on a project, and what privilege level each user wil
have. These administrative functions are handled through software “wizards,” wh
are pre-defined step-by-step processes. It is NOT necessary to implement this fun
in order to use the system.

System Administration is managed from the main 32 Karat Software Screen. From
Tools menu select Options. Click on the Enterprise tab. Clicking on Enable user lo
and project management will activate the system administration function. The effe
will be seen the next time the program is started.

If the System Administration function is activated, a system administrator must be
defined immediately. If no system administrator has been defined, there will be no
user with the privilege to disable the system administration function, should that b
necessary. Depending on the privilege levels assigned to users, not having a sys
administrator may make some or all software features inaccessible.

When the Enable option is selected, the User list becomes available. Clicking on
user opens a dialog in which the user's name and password are entered. A passw
not required. If a password is used, it must be recorded elsewhere, as there is no
feature in the software for generating a list of user passwords.

When all the names are entered (or at least the name of the administrator), user
privileges must be assigned. A user with no privileges cannot use the software! N
users do not have any privileges until privileges are assigned.

Click OK to close the Options dialog. From the Tools menu select System
Administration Wizard. The wizard will only be available if System Administration
Mode has been selected (checked). A screen will open with three options for: Use
Instruments, and Projects. If there are secondary administrators, they may be giv
access only to some of these wizards.

TheUsers Wizard allows the assignment of privileges. Follow the wizard
step-by-step. Each user can be given access to specific areas of the software and
specific instruments. Selection will depend on the functions of the individual and t
degree of security required in the operation of your instrument systems. For exam
regulated quality control laboratories generally implement tighter controls over
instrument and data access than do laboratories engaged in basic research.
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TheInstrument Wizard allows the administrator to assign users to specific
instruments, but not to assign specific privileges on those instruments.

TheProject Wizard allows the administrator to create projects. A project is a
combination of users, instruments, and folders. Projects are most valuable when
instrument systems are used by multiple operators or groups who do not need acc
one another's methods and data. Creating a project allows the operations on the
instrument to be compartmentalized.

The software is shipped with one project, which is called Default. This is a specia
project, in that it cannot be protected. It should not be used for methods and data
are not intended to be shared.

For more information on System Administration, see the resources in Appendix 1
Appendix 4-2 Appendix 4
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